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Partial Network Coding with Cooperation:
A Study over Multi-hop Communications in Wireless Networks
Chapter 1

Introduction

Wireless communications have become extremely pervasive in our modern
lifestyle. The necessity of high speed and reliable wireless networks becomes even
more important to support more sophisticated applications. Network Coding (NC),
introduced by Alshwede and Yeung [1], has received much attention and has been
extensively studied by researchers as an emerging technology to increase the
throughput of both wired and wireless networks. For the last couple years, a large
number of pioneering works have provided a foundation for both theory and
applications for NC. However, despite the apparent advantages of using NC,
especially in wireless network applications, the technique suffers from practical
limitations imposed by the channel such as signal fading and noise corruption at the
receiver front-end [14]. Consequently, the received packet is corrupted. In addition,
error propagation also occurs in the network decoding process due to the incorrect
packets previously received. Thus, network coding alone is not sufficient to provide
acceptable quality of service, i.e. high transmission rate and low bit error rate (BER)
when the channel condition is poor. Moreover, for applications which require reliable
transmission, such as, Transmission Control Protocol (TCP), when a hybrid technique
such as ARQ is combined, the entire network becomes congested with retransmit
packets and eventually affects the throughput.
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Many studies conducted at the link layer level have often assumed that the
channel is perfect and that no errors occur between communication nodes. However,
the physical layer, in fact, handles corrupted signals. Thus, a cross-layer design of both
link and physical layers which efficiently reduces the occurrence of errors is
necessary. In this thesis, we propose a new technique called partial network coding
with cooperation (PNC-COOP). It is a cross layer design that uses opportunistic
network coding at the link layer and decode-and-forward cooperative diversity at the
physical layer to increase both throughput and reliability of the communication link in
a wireless network.
Briefly, opportunistic network coding [10] is a technique which comprises of 3
essential parts: opportunistic encoding, opportunistic listening, and reception protocol.
In a wireless network, when a source node transmits a packet to a destination (sink)
node, intermediate nodes in the coverage area, if possible, can listen to the packet and
store it into the receiving buffer. The entire network uses reception protocol to know
the packets stored in each node’s receiving buffer. Based on this reception protocol,
when the source node attempts to send packets, it will try to combine packets waiting
to send in the transmitting queue using the Exclusive-OR (XOR) operation to linearly
combine packets. Using such scheme reduces the average number of transmissions
and thus reduces the traffic of the network which in turn increases the entire network
throughput.
Cooperative diversity or user cooperation is a diversity technique pioneered by
Sendonaris et al. [27], [28] and Laneman et al. [29]. The technique attempts to
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increase the spatial diversity, i.e., redundant information is provided to the receiver.
However, instead of having multiple transmit antennas at the source node, cooperative
diversity uses intermediate nodes in the coverage area surrounded the source node to
relay/forward redundant packets to the sink node. It has been shown to be one of the
new efficient, decentralized techniques to provide spatial diversity when hardware
space and power of each node is limited.
Since 2006, this proposed scheme has been researched at OSU and several
fundamental problems have been solved [10], [34]. While [10] investigated the microscale view point of the scheme, the purpose herein is to extend it to the macro-scale
[34]. That is, not only the end-to-end bit error rate performance (BER), but also the
entire network throughput. In addition, the following issues are also investigated:
1. How to design a practical implementation of PNC-COOP? “Who”,
“when”, and “how” to manage transmit/receive packets?
2. What are the factors which affect the efficiency of network coding and
cooperative diversity scheme in a practical implementation?
3. In a wireless ad hoc network, what is the effect of multi-hop
communication on the scheme?
With the proposed scheme, we will show in later chapters that it is an
alternative technique which provides more reliable data communication, energy
efficiency and comparable throughput of the overall wireless network which has
potential for actual implementation in the future.
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The outline of this dissertation is as follows: In chapter 2 we review the stateof-the-art of network coding and cooperative diversity. In Chapter 3, the details of
PNC-COOP are provided. Simulation tools and a network model are provided in
Chapter 4. The preliminary results and discussions are provided in Chapter 5. The
average bit error rate analysis and further design improvements are given in Chapter 6.
Conclusions and future work are provided in Chapter 7.
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Chapter 2 Network Coding and Cooperative Diversity

In this chapter the principles of network coding, cooperative diversity and its
related works are reviewed and summarized. In particular, we focus on the
opportunistic network coding, decode-and-forward cooperative diversity, and the
related works that have exploited the benefit of both techniques.

2.1 Network coding
Network coding (NC) is a technique used in a network communication system
that allows intermediate nodes in a network to encode multiple received
data/information together before transmitting it to the next node in order to reduce the
number of transmissions and maximize the network throughput. This method is
different from traditional use of the intermediate nodes that only store and forward the
received information without changing the information content. According to the
Max-flow Min-cut theorem, it has been shown in [1] that this conventional approach
cannot achieve the maximum capacity of information flow in the network. Thus, the
information transmitted cannot fully exploit the network capacity.
The early studies of network coding were focused on how to perform network
coding and where to apply the scheme. Several network coding approaches were
proposed, such as linear network coding [2], [3], algebraic network coding [4],
random network coding [5], convolutional network coding [6], physical network
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coding [7], and analog network coding [12]. The implementations of network coding
to practical scenarios were suggested and considered in [8] and [9]. Later, [10] and
[11] have revealed the results of actual implementation over wireless ad hoc networks,
and large content distribution, respectively.
When NC was first introduced, it was a technique implemented at the link
layer which assumed that the channel is reliable and the data received at the
destination has no errors. The effect of channel imperfections was later investigated in
[4] as a link failure problem. On the other hand, [13] considers imperfections of the
channel by bit error probability and proposes a technique to find errors in wired
networks. For wireless networks, several studies combine the concept of network
coding with other strategies, e.g. error correcting codes, to mitigate the effect of
channel fading and noise.

2.2 Opportunistic network coding [10, 36]
Opportunistic NC was first proposed around 2005. In contrast to many other
NC approaches, which are mostly developed for multicast applications, Opportunistic
NC is developed to be used over multiple unicast packets in wireless networks. To be
more precise, in a network where nodes unicast packets in a multi-hop fashion to the
destination, the intermediate node seeks the opportunity to combined packets it is
supposed to transmit together while it makes sure that the encoded packets can be
recovered by the destinations. The key conditions to be able to perform opportunistic
NC are:
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1. The packets are sent in the network in a multi-hop fashion.
2. Each node is able to listen to the packets communicated in the network
(called opportunistic listening).
3. Each node can provide other nodes in its proximity its reception report.
That is, the information of the packets it has previously received or
successfully overheard from the shared wireless medium.
With these conditions, opportunistic NC has proven to overcome the
theoretical limitations from the expected low benefit of network coding in unicast.
[37]. Opportunistic network coding was the first practical implementation of network
coding for wireless named as COPE [10]. It was designed aiming to interoperate
seamlessly with the current wireless technology, i.e., IEEE 802.11 standard. Since our
work is closely related to the original work of opportunistic NC, to prevent ambiguity
in later chapters, it is necessary to provide some concepts of the opportunistic network
coding and critical points that affect the design that ensues. Interested readers are
suggested to consult the original work in [10].

2.2.1 Principles
Consider a wireless network where packets are sent and received (unicast)
between different source and destination node pairs. Assuming that the source and
destination nodes are not in the same coverage area, the packets have to be transmitted
in a multi-hop fashion via intermediate nodes. For any intermediate node r, whenever
there are two or more packets waiting to be transmitted to the next hop destination
node, it will select k packets, k ≥ 1 , from the transmitting queue, XOR them together
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and transmit to all destinations at once. The k packets are selected such that all the k
next hop destination/receiving nodes must be able to decode the network encoded
packet. That is, each of the destination nodes must already have the other k − 1 packets
except the packet that the intermediate node intended to transmit to it. At the
destination, once the network encoded packet is received, the node uses the k − 1
packets that it has to XOR with the encoded packet and recovers the desired packet.

2.2.2 Opportunistic listening
Packets that the destination node used to decode the network encoded packet
are packets that were previously received, transmitted (or retransmitted), and/or
overheard from the medium. The opportunistic listening is the method that allows the
node to collect the packets transmitted in its proximity while the node itself is not the
actual destination. The approach is called “opportunistic” since packet capturing may
or may not successful due to the channel condition, separation and obstructions with
the sender, etc.
All the packets mentioned above are kept in a temporary buffer. The
experiment in [10] was performed with the default time out for storing packets 0.5
seconds.

2.2.3 Reception protocol
The reception protocol ensures that any node attempting to network encode
packets together will select a combination of packets such that the intended receive
nodes are able to decode the packet of interest successfully This can be done when
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each sender node assigns a unique packet identification (ID) to each packet and adds it
to the packet header. Each node then periodically creates a log and reports it to other
nodes in the network of the list of packet IDs it has stored in its temporary buffer.

2.2.4 Packet frame format and pseudo-broadcast
Opportunistic NC complies with the MAC protocol in IEEE 802.11 MAC
protocol standard. The scheme uses IEEE 802.11 packet frame format with extra
header added into the data frame. This header is called NC header ( or COPE header
[10]) which contains not only the reception report and ACK lists (will be explained
soon), but also the packets IDs and all the addresses of network encoded destinations.
While a packet is sent as unicast to one of the destinations identified in the MAC
header address field (one of the k destinations), the other destination nodes can be
found in the NC header. This allows the source node to be able to send the packet to
multiple destinations at once similar to the broadcast technique. The benefit over the
broadcast technique is that pseudo-broadcast is capable of using unicast features, such
as, request-to-send (RTS), clear-to-send (CTS), and acknowledgment (ACK) to
increase the reliability of the packet transmission while broadcast only relies on the
CSMA (known as basic access in DCF procedure [35]) which does not provide the
above features.

Fig. 2.1: Packet frame format of Opportunistic NC
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2.2.5 Encoding procedure
The sender node selects packets from its transmitting queue (TxQueue) and
encodes them together by exhaustive search of the queue to find the most likely
combination that the receivers have high probability to decode. This is based on
estimating the probability that the packet may have been heard before by the
destination nodes. In addition, there is no waiting to increase the number of packets in
the TxQueue, in order to increase the number of packets selected for encoding.
Packets in the TxQueue must be transmitted to the destination immediately whenever
the channel is available.

2.2.6 Asynchronous acknowledgement
When

RTS/CTS

is

used,

the

destination

node

sends

a

positive

acknowledgement (ACK) packet back to the sender. In the case that no retransmission
is required, a single acknowledgement model from only one destination following the
exact unicast method in IEEE802.11 is still valid. However, if retransmission is used,
acknowledgements from all destinations are required. Due to the constraint of
complying with the IEEE802.11 standard, [10] uses an asynchronous ACK method
where the destination nodes send ACKs along with the data packets. With the
broadcasting nature of the medium, any node receiving the packet will check for the
acknowledgment of the packets it has sent before. If the ACK is not received within
approximately twice the round trip of the packet transmission, the sender node
retransmits the original packet. These retransmission packets will be added to the head
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of the transmitting queue, which makes it possible that the packet may be network
encoded again with other packets in the TxQueue.

2.2.7 Remarks on opportunistic NC
Opportunistic network coding was tested in [10] over both UDP and TCP. While
the results show impressive results over UDP by increasing the throughput gain, the
benefit subsides with TCP due to the high packet loss rate and barely builds up the
TxQueue. Thus, not many packets are available to be network encoded together. [10]
solves the problem by ensuring that nodes are close to each other enough that the node
coincide the carrier sense range. Consequently, the hidden terminal problem is
eliminated and the network coding gain is able to experience ~ 38% increase in the
throughput

2.3 Cooperative diversity
Cooperative diversity or user cooperation is an energy efficient protocol that
utilizes the broadcast nature and relay terminals in the wireless network to provide
spatial diversity by trading off with frequency bandwidth, time, or complexity for
relaying the information. Cooperative diversity applies the concept of working
together among the users to achieve the same certain goal. The users who decide to
cooperate in the scheme would share information in certain ways with other users such
that all would benefit. If at any situation where no advantage is obtained, the user
cooperation can be stopped and continue as usual. The notion that in human social
activities some limited resources are shared in order to reduce cost and/or provide
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some benefit to each other may be considered as a motivation of the cooperative
diversity technique [37].
The pioneering works of cooperative diversity in wireless networks were
studied in [27], [28], and [29] where the goal is to share the energy among the users
and reduce the bit error rate. The scheme not only reduces the bit error rate compared
to the single user case, but also decentralizes the transmitted power among all senders.
The approach, with additional cooperation criteria for each user can allocate power
usage in the wireless network efficiently.

Fig. 2.2: User cooperation or cooperative diversity

The simplest cooperative diversity is shown in the source-relay- destination
nodes scenario depicted in Fig. 2.2. When the source node sends information bits x to
the destination, the relay node located between the source and destination nodes can
cooperate by forwarding additional replicas of the packet to the destination. Using
similar combining techniques in multiples antennas receivers, the reliability of the
received bits can be improved. In general, based on the information forwarded, we
may classify the cooperative diversity techniques into 3 types: amplify-and-forward,
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decode-and-forward, and coded cooperative diversity. In the amplify-and-forward
strategy, the received signal at the relay yr is amplified as β ⋅ y r with some gain
parameter β and send immediately to the destination without recovering the estimated
received sequence. In decode-and-forward, the relay is allowed to demodulate and
detect the received signal and make an estimate of x , xˆ = f ( yr ) before re-modulate
and send to the destination. Coded cooperation further uses the error correcting codes
on both the direct transmission from the source to destination and the cooperative
transmission from relay to destination. Since we are interested in network coding
packets at the relay nodes, we will focus on the decode-and-forward technique.

2.4 Related works of network coding and cooperative diversity
Currently, many researchers have made similar attempts to exploit the benefit
of network coding and cooperative diversity. The study in [15] may be considered to
be one of the initial works which considered how to obtain diversity in a wireless
network with network coding. The study combines network coding and a distributed
antenna system (DAS) together as well as user cooperation. In the DAS system,
assisting antennas are used to add spatial diversity by relaying extra information to
destination in addition to the original data transmitted directly from the sender to
destination. By implementing network coding at the assisting antennas, fewer
transmissions are required and less hardware is needed for implementation. User
cooperation is slightly different than the DAS system since no assisting antennas are
required. Instead, it asks for cooperation from other users to relay additional
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information to the destination. After each user transmits its own data, network coding
can be applied by XORing all received information from other users together and
transmit on its 2nd phase of transmission. Both techniques are illustrated in Fig. 2.3.
The scenario in Fig. 2.3(b) is further investigated in [16]. Error correcting
coding is applied to each of the locally generated and relayed data parts and
superposition together before the node forwards the information to the destination
node. The destination node can reconstruct the information transmitted from each user
by using iterative decoding on the received codeword from the previous time slot as a

priori information.

Fig. 2.3: (a) Network coding when applied over DAS system (b) Network coding
when applied over user cooperation

The schemes in [15] and [16] mainly focus on the uplink communication with
a single destination. This can be considered as the scenario of mobile devices
attempting to communicate with the base station. The downlink communication
scenario is studied in [17].
In addition to the cases in Figs. 2.3(a), and 2.3(b), in a wireless ad hoc
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network, multiple pairs of source and destination nodes may communicate together at
the same time. Consequently, several scenarios can occur and may be possible to
separate the studies into 2 groups: single-hop and multi-hop communications.
Single-hop communication studies assume that the source and destination node
pairs are in the same coverage area. Therefore, in this case, each destination is always
able to receive data directly from the source node, while additional information of the
data may be received from other nodes which overhear the transmitted data. In [18],
the study over two pairs of source and destination nodes communicating in the same
coverage area was conducted. This scenario is shown in Fig. 2.4, where source nodes
s1 and s2 send packets to destination nodes d1 and d2, respectively. Each source node
agrees to be a partner of one another to relay additional information to the
destinations. The work published in [16], uses dirty paper precoding and analog
network coding, instead. Further information about these techniques can be found in
[12] and [19].

Fig. 2.4: Wireless ad hoc network scenario used in [18]
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When there are other nodes in the coverage area, one may use the nodes as relays and
provide additional information to the destinations. Fig. 2.5 depicts a 2 pair sourcedestination node scenario with an additional node. This scenario is studied in [20]
where opportunistic network-coded cooperation has been proposed (ONCC). In
ONCC, the relay node cooperates with sender nodes only when opportunity occurs,
i.e., when communication between source and destination node fails. The relay node
then forwards replicas of the packets to the destinations. It is assumed that nodes d1,
d2, and r are in the same coverage area of the senders. Therefore, all received data are
sent from both s1 and s2. If the communication links between s1 and d1 or s2 and d2
fail, node r uses network coding to combine packets received from s1 and s2 together
and forwards to d1 and d2. The study has shown that ONCC can achieve full diversity
of order 2.

Fig. 2.5: Wireless ad hoc network scenario used in ONCC

For multi-hop communication studies, source and destination nodes are not in
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the same coverage area. Thus, both cannot transmit or receive data directly from each
other. Instead, the source node must send data to the destination via intermediate
nodes. Therefore, cooperative diversity can either be provided by the intermediate
nodes or by the destination nodes. To the best of our knowledge, only cooperative
diversity provided by the intermediate nodes has been used so far. In [21], a technique
called opportunistic cooperative network coding (OCNC) is proposed. OCNC can be
applied over a multi-hop wireless network when there are multiple intermediate nodes
between the source and destination node as shown in Fig. 2.6. The technique is applied
to each intermediate node by augmenting cooperative diversity and space-time coding
with network coding. Since the sender cannot communicate directly with the
destination node, it communicates through the intermediate nodes. Also, [21] assumes
that the sources are destinations of each other. Therefore, by communicating among
the intermediate nodes, the nodes seek the opportunity that some may receive both
packets from each sender correctly. The nodes then will network code the received
packets and broadcast as cooperative packets to both destinations at once. It is
observed that most of the studies regarding network coding and cooperative diversity
are focused on how to apply network coding to cooperative diversity, in order to
reduce the number of transmissions on the relay phase. Since many different scenarios
can occur due to the randomness of the network’s topology, it may not match any of
the above techniques. For instance, in Fig. 2.6, if both senders are not the destination
of each other, then the destination node would not be able to decode the packet
following method provided in [21]. Also, the destination may also be out of the
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Fig. 2.6: Wireless ad hoc network scenario used in OCNC
coverage area of the sender which first initiates the packet, or destinations are not
inside the coverage area of some relays. This can be seen in Fig. 2.7 where nodes s1
and s2 are attempting to send packets A and B to nodes d1 and d2. In this case, it is
clear that, none of the above schemes can be applied to provide diversity.

Fig. 2.7: Wireless ad hoc network scenario
where ONCC and OCNC may not be applicable
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2.5 Problem statement and contribution
It should be pointed out that, to avoid confusion that previous studies focused
on how to implement network coding such that it will reduce the degrees of freedom
used by cooperation diversity technique, we focus on how to mitigate error
propagation due to network coding by using a cooperative diversity technique.
Specifically, we consider the same multi-hop wireless ad hoc network scenario
of Fig. 2.7. Additional diversity can be achieved by transmitting from r to d1 and d2,
or by having both d1 and d2 cooperate to act as relays for each other as shown in Fig.
2.8. If we allow node r to transmit twice, the total number of transmissions for node s1
and s2 to send data A and B to d1 and d2 is 4, whereas the scenario shown in Fig. 2.8
requires 5 transmissions.

However, if we prefer to decentralize the energy

consumption from the sender and intermediate nodes and distribute the energy
consumption among the other nodes in the network, the latter strategy where
destination nodes also contribute to each other is considered to be an interesting
option.
One may think that performing user cooperation to network coding would
cancel the benefit of throughput gain achieved by network coding and rather consider
channel coding alone. We claim that the scheme not only reduces the errors caused by
the imperfect channel, but it provides a decentralized energy efficient distributed
method among nodes. It also consumes on average less energy per transmitted
information bit. Even though some reduction in throughput may occur, for some
applications where power limitations can be traded off with throughput, network
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coding maintains acceptable throughput for the scheme. This will be shown in the next
chapters.
Our contribution on this PNC-COOP scheme is four-fold. First, we propose a
strategy which combines opportunistic network coding, opportunistic listening, and
opportunistic cooperation all together. That is, depending on the quality of the links
each node will seek an opportunity to listen to packets communicating in the medium
and combine them. Depending on the traffic of the network, packets remaining in the
queue, the node will find an opportunity to perform network coding. Finally, whenever
network coding is performed, cooperative diversity will also be applied. This scheme
is inspired and based on the opportunistic scheme proposed in [10].
Second, we provide a description of a cross layer design for PNC-COOP
between MAC layer and physical layers. The MAC layer is designed to manage the
packets received and prioritize the transmitting packets efficiently. Moreover, contrary
to other schemes where network coding is performed on the cooperative packets in the
relay phase, PNC-COOP is designed to network encode direct transmission packets.
Third, the scheme is evaluated using a complex case of a wireless ad hoc
network with multi-hop scenario where nodes in the network are connected together
randomly. While other techniques often restrict themselves to a particular scenario,
PNC-COOP is applied based upon the available opportunity. Thus, the performance
evaluation reflects the actual effectiveness of the scheme.
Fourth, a soft value decoder for PNC-COOP is introduced which is based on
the log-likelihood concept at the receiver.
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Fig. 2.8: Example of PNC-COOP strategy (a) Node s1 attempts to send data A to d1
and node s2 attempts to send data B to d2 via node r. (b) Node r relays A ⊕ B to d1
and d2. (c) d1 and d2 cooperate to be a partner of one another and forward the data
that each need
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Chapter 3 Partial network coding and cooperation system design

Here we propose a scheme which combines both opportunistic network coding
and cooperative diversity called partial network coding with cooperation (PNC-

COOP). Not only does the scheme combine physical layer techniques, such as soft
decoder design, but also combines the link layer design, in order to manage several
aspects. For example, the design addresses how to select and perform network coding
from packets in the transmitting queue, when the node will keep packets from being
used by the opportunistic listening algorithm, and how to access the channel and
transmit packets. These details will be discussed in the ensuing sections.

3.1 Definitions
3.1.1 Sender node
The sender node is either a source node, which first initiates the packet, or an
intermediate node which receives the packet from some other node and sends it to the
next hop destination node.

3.1.2 Relay node
Relay nodes are neighbor nodes within the coverage area of a sender node. The
relay node forwards cooperative packets to some certain destination nodes.

3.1.3 Direct packet and cooperative packet
The packets transmitted through the wireless ad hoc network using this scheme
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can be separated into direct and cooperative packets. A direct packet is defined as the
packet transmitted directly from sender to destination node, whereas a cooperative
packet is a packet forwarded from a relay node in attempt to provide diversity at some
destination node. Thus, cooperative packets are packets decoded and regenerated from
direct packets.

3.1.4 Network coding ratio
Network coding ratio is defined as the average number of packets encoded
together per every direct transmission of the entire network. For a J-node wireless ad
hoc network with L transmissions at t = t 0 , t1 , ... , t L −1 , the network coding ratio (NCR)
at time tl is expressed by
NCR (tl ) =

1 J −1 L −1
∑∑ r j (tl ) ,
L j =0 l =0

(3.1)

where rj (tl ) is the number of direct packets encoded together by node j at time t k .

3.1.5 Offered- load and throughput
Offered-load, denoted by λin , is the average input data rate provided into the
entire network. It is expressed by

λin =

QB
(bits per second),
T

(3.2)

where B is the packet length, T is the total time for inputting the packets into the
network, and Q is the total number of packets. The throughput of the network is
defined as the total data received at the sink node per second. λout is calculated in a
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manner similar to (3.2) while T becomes the total time elapsed between the first and
the last packet.

3.1.6 Average end-to-end bit error rate (ABER)
Average end-to-end bit error rate is the average number of bit errors per total
number of received bits at the sink node compared with the bits transmitted from the
source node.

3.2 PNC-COOP Principles
The principles of PNC-COOP are now described. Consider a wireless network
where packets are sent and received (unicast) between different source and destination
node pairs. Assuming that due to the separation distance, the source and destination
nodes are not in the same coverage area, multi-hop transmission via intermediate
nodes is required. For any intermediate node r, whenever there are two or more
packets waiting to be transmitted to the next hop destination node, it will select a set K
of direct packets from the transmitting queue and XOR all of the packets together. The
encoded packet is then transmitted to all destinations of the packets at once. This is a
typical procedure for network encoding. However, the set K is selected such that all
the |K| next hop destination/receiving nodes must be able to decode the network
encoded packet. That is, the destination nodes of packet k ∈ K , denoted as d k , must
already have the other j ∈ K \ k packets.
As mentioned in the previous chapter, the technique relies heavily on both
opportunistic listening and reception protocol. The opportunistic listening can be done
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by letting each node in the network collect the packets transmitted in its proximity.
This allows the node to have the decoding ability when it becomes a destination
receiving network encoded packets from other nodes. In our proposed scheme, an
additional important criterion is added to reduce error propagation, that is, only direct
packets with no network coding are listened to. CRC-CCITT can also be implemented
to detect errors, namely, only the packets with no errors detected are kept in soft value
form, i.e. the log-likelihood ratio. Otherwise, they are discarded.
The reception protocol ensures that any node attempting to transmit network
encoded packets together will select a combination of packets such that the intended
receiving nodes are able to decode. This is done by assuming that the header of each
packet must contain a unique randomly generated packet identification (ID). Each
node then periodically reports to other nodes in the network of the packets IDs it has
listened to and stored.
The next hop destinations of each packet can be assigned by the routing table
of node r. The challenge at the intermediate node r is to find the possible largest
combination size |K| out of the total packets in the transmitting queue such that the
next hop destination node of each packet can be successfully decoded and obtain its
intended packet. However, in some instances, maximizing the size |K| may cause a
higher packet end-to-end delay since some packets may be waiting in the queue too
long until they are selected to be combined with other packets and transmitted. Also,
the amount of exhaustive searches for finding the packet combination can grow
exponentially when the packets are stored in the queue.
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Therefore, our network encoding procedure of PNC-COOP the encoding
procedure is slightly different from the previously mentioned original opportunistic
network coding scheme by applying additional rules. First, packets that are network
encoded together must only come from direct packets waiting in the transmitting
queue. Cooperative packets are more likely to cause error propagation since the
packets are forwarded from relay nodes. Second, the first direct packet stored in the
transmitting queue is always added to the combination. These additional rules provide
a transmitting priority to the encoding scheme which not only reduces the packet
delay, but also significantly reduces the combination search space.
When the network encoded packet is transmitted from the intermediate node r,
all the IDs of the encoded packets and their corresponding destinations are
concatenated into the header. The header size is not expected to increase significantly,
since in reality the probability of having more than two or three packets encoded
together is low (see chapter 5). Due to the broadcasting nature, all surrounding nodes
of r will receive the packet. Only a subset of the K destinations from the total set of
neighbor nodes in the coverage area will decode the packet. As a default of our
scheme, all K destinations will automatically join in the next phase called cooperation
phase. Each destination d k then searches for the other j ∈ K \ k packets in its
temporary buffer obtained from the opportunistic listening, according to the packet
IDs listed in the header. It then forwards all j packets over the air to one another.
Therefore, each destination node will receive 1 direct network encoded packet and
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| K | −1 cooperative packets. All of these packets are used for recovering the original
packet the sender intended to transmit.
In the decoding process, the node decodes the received packet by XORing it
with the j ∈ K \ k packets mentioned earlier and eliminate the decoding error by the
| K | −1 cooperative packets. If no network coding can be applied, cooperative
diversity is not used. Note that here the objective of the scheme is to apply network
coding in such a way to reduce the bit error rate. It also decreases the power
consumption of sender from both the extra energy needed to mitigate the increased
error from network coding and decentralize sender’s power usage among the relay
nodes.
Before proceeding any further, some assumptions are made. First, we assume
that the intermediate node r seeks to perform network coding whenever there are
packets waiting in the transmitting queue. However, the node transmits immediately
whenever the channel is available. There is no waiting strategy to increase the packets
in the queue that may increase the network encoding rate. Second, the proposed
scheme considers only the most basic strategy when all destinations collaborate in the
cooperative scheme and forwards cooperative packets to one another. Indeed,
depending on the channel condition, quality of service (QOS), throughput, and
required bit error rate, in practice, the number of required cooperative packets to be
forwarded can be varied and not necessarily be equal to | K | −1 . The analysis for the
optimal number of the cooperation packets for these constraints and a more
sophisticated cross layer design is not presented here. However, in our study, we will
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focus on demonstrating the effectiveness of the scheme in terms of both the bit error
probability and energy usage of the scheme along with some practical problems that
need to be addressed in reality.
In the first part of this dissertation, we will start by focusing on the design of
having | K | −1 cooperative packets forwarded to each other as the default
configuration. This may be considered as one of the most basic strategies for cross
layer design since all destination nodes know automatically that it must forward the
cooperation packets if they are one of the destinations. However, it may be considered
as one of the most throughput consuming cases. We will generalize the scheme to any
number of cooperative packets in the later chapters along with the performance
evaluation. Notice that the strategy is called “partial” due to the fact that only some
packets are network encoded and only a subset of nodes in the coverage area of the
sender node joins the scheme.

3.3 Packet listening method
The opportunistic listening algorithm used in PNC-COOP is similar to the
original method described in the previous chapter with additional criteria. To reduce
error propagation, only direct packets with no network coding will be listened to. A
16-bit cyclic-redundancy check code (CRC-CCITT) is also implemented in order to
detect the errors in the packet. Only the packet with no error detected will be kept.
Otherwise, it is discarded. Moreover, only the soft value, i.e., the log-likelihood ratio
information of the stored packets is kept. If retransmission is used and the node listens
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to several repetitions of the packet, maximal ratio combining is used to improve the
packet’s soft value. Readers can find further information of the log-likelihood and
maximal ratio combining in the decoder section.

3.4 Reception report
The reception report is used to inform all nodes in the proximity of the packets
that it overhears from the network. The packet IDs are listed and appended as
additional field into the header of the packet. When the node transmits a data packet, it
attaches the reception report along. Every node that overhears the packet will add the
attached ID into its list for later use in their decoding process. When there is no data
packet to transmit, the node periodically broadcast the reception report to its
neighbors.

3.5 Network encoding procedure
As mentioned earlier, the opportunistic encoding applied in PNC-COOP is
slightly different from the original scheme which aims to maximize the number of
packets encoded together in a single transmission. PNC-COOP not only uses direct
packets to encode, but also compromises on the number of packets combined together.
This is due to the following reasons:
a. By choosing maximum packet combination to transmit, it can cause a high
variation of each packet end-to-end delay.
b. The number of exhaustive searches for the packet combination grows
exponentially with the number of direct packets stored in the queue.
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Therefore, an additional rule is applied and implemented as follows:
For each transmission of a direct packet, the first direct packet stored in
the transmitting queue is always added to in the combination.

Applying this additional rule not only reduces the packet delay, but also the
combination search space significantly. Pseudo-code of this encoding is briefly
described in Fig. 3.1.
Encoding procedure

pkt = Retrieve first direct packet from TxQueue
Initialize newBuflen =0
for i=0 to txQueueSize-1
if TxQueue[i].path == DIRECT then
if TxQueue[i] exists in temporary buffer of pkt’s destination then
temp[newBuflen++] = txQueue[i].packetNumber
end if
end if
end for
smallest = newBuflen
while smallest > 1 ∩ encodePackets == NULL
arrayOfCombinations = table of all combinatorial(newBuflen-1,smallest-1)
encodePackets = entry of arrayOfCombinations which decode successfully by
all destination nodes of the combination
if encodePackets == NULL
delete arrayOfCombinations;
arrayOfCombinations = NULL
end if
smallest = smallest-1
end while
if encodePackets != NULL
Edit pkt.header
Pkt.payload = XOR all payloads of encodePackets
end if

Fig. 3.1: Pseudo-code of the network encoding function
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3.6 MAC Protocol
Fig. 3.2 depicts the medium access control (MAC) protocol used in our model.
Frequency division or code division multiple access can be applied to the scheme in
order to transmit multiple packets at the same time. We assume that the node which
successfully competes to access the medium will occupy all the channels and transmits
as many packets as possible to each channel. The MAC protocol here is similar to the
medium access protocol of the opportunistic network coding in [10] with some slight
changes in the data frame packet format. In particular, it is still based on the
distributed coordination function (DCF) of IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol standard
where the carrier sense multiple access with collision avoidance (CSMA/CA)
procedure,

which

includes

the

exponential

back-off,

RTS/CTS,

positive

acknowledgement, and retransmission (ARQ) procedures are adopted. To avoid excess
details of clarifying simulation model in the following chapter, it is worth mentioning
some important aspects used in our MAC protocol.

Fig. 3.2: Channel division and CSMA/CA in PNC-COOP
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3.6.1 CSMA
For any node that has data to transmit, it seeks the opportunity to transmit its
data to the destination node by sensing the channel until it becomes idle, i.e. none of
the nodes in the coverage area of the sender are transmitting. Once the channel
becomes idle, for DIFS (Distributed Inter-Frame Space) time, it starts to count down
its back off timer tbackoff . If the channel is available until the back off timer becomes
zero, the node transmits the Request-To-Send packet (RTS) to the destination node in
order to reserve the channel. On the other hand, if the channel becomes busy, the timer
is paused and restarted after the channel becomes idle for another DIFS time. This
tbackoff value is an integer initialized by a uniformly randomly selected value from the

interval [0,CW], CWmin ≤ CW ≤ CWMax. Thus, the waiting time until back off timer
becomes zero is equal to tbackoff × slotTime. The parameter CWmin, CWMax and
slotTime is a predetermined value based on the IEEE802.11 standard.

3.6.2 Exponential back off
The back off parameter CW varies depending on the number of times the node
previously backed off from unsuccessful medium access competing since its first
attempt (denoted as B). Thus, CW here is given by
CW = 2 B +3 − 1 ,
where B is an interger between = 0, 1,…, 5.

(3.3)
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3.6.3 Collision avoidance mechanism
To avoid packet collisions when a node sends packets while the next hop
destination node is receiving data, handshakes must be performed. As described in
section 3.5.1, when the channel is available for DIFS time, the sender node sends RTS
packet to the destination node. The destination node indicated in the RTS packet
replies back with a Clear-To-Send packet (CTS) to the sender if there is no other node
in the destination coverage area accessing the channel. The data packet is transmitted
to the destination node after the CTS packet is received. Note that between each
receiving and transmitting operations, it is separated by SIFS (Short Inter Frame
Space) Time.

3.6.4 Asynchonous ACK and retransmission.
Successful transmission of the data packet is acknowledged by the destination
node sending ACK packet back to the sender. A successful transmission is defined as
the decoded packet with no errors detected. As mentioned earlier (section 2.1.3) in the
case of no retransmission, the single acknowledgement model from only one
destination following the exact unicast method in IEEE802.11 may still be considered
valid for our model. By using such protocol, each node is allowed to occupy the entire
medium without interference from the others until the transmission is completed.

3.7 Transmitter
Let us consider the case when frequency division multiplexing (FDM) is
applied. The channel is divided into K frequency bands where the center frequency of
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each band, denoted by f c1 , f c 2 , f c 3 ,..., f cK , is used as the carrier frequency to transmit
each packet waiting in the transmitting queue. Assuming M - ary phase shift keying
modulation, the scheme is illustrated in Fig. 3.3. Each bit in the packet is first mapped
from logic 0 to +1 and logic 1 to -1. Next, every log 2 ( M ) - size sequence

x = [ x0 , x1 ,..., xlog 2 M −1 ] is mapped into a symbol m , where m = 0,1,..., M − 1 , and
modulated. Each modulated signal can be expressed by its pass-band signal
representation by

Fig. 3.3: Node transmitter

smk (t ) =

2 Es
 2πmk
cos
Ts
 M

2 Es

 2πmk
sin 
 cos(2πf ck t ) −
Ts

 M


 sin (2πf ck t ) .


(3.4)

The signal space representation of smk (t ) is also given by
Q
smk (t ) = ~
(t )ψ 2 (t ) ,
smkI (t )ψ 1 (t ) + ~
smk

(3.5)
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 2πmk 
 2πmk
smkI (t ) = Es cos
smkQ (t ) = − Es sin 
where ~
 and ~
 M 
 M


 . The value E s is the


symbol energy of the baseband signal over the symbol period Ts . ψ 1 (t ) and ψ 2 (t ) are
the orthonormal basis functions which are equal to

2
sin (2πf ck t ) , respectively.
Ts

2
cos(2πf ck t )
Ts

and

All modulated signals at different frequencies

k = 1,..., K are then combined together and transmitted as
K 
2 Es
 2πmk
s (t ) = ∑ 
cos
Ts
 M
k =1 

2 Es

 2πmk
sin 
 cos(2πf ck t ) −
Ts

 M



 sin (2πf ck t ) .



(3.6)

When a direct packet is transmitted from the sender, an additional I.D. called
transmission I.D., is assigned to the packet header. This transmission I.D. is a unique
number in which all related cooperative packets with the direct packet will use the
same transmission I.D.

3.8 Channel model
In our model, an indoor environment channel is used. We assume that the
signal bandwidth W is much smaller than the coherence bandwidth (∆f )C of the
channel and that the transmitting and receiving nodes are stationary or move slowly.
Then, we may assume the channel to be frequency non-selective, slowly varying
fading channel. The impulse response of the channel then has its envelope following
the Rayleigh distribution and the phase is uniformly distributed over the
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interval [0,2π ] . Since all packets from the same sender are transmitted synchronously
on each channel, we can consider that there is no signal interference from other nodes
and also between transmitted packets.

3.9 Received signal at the receiver
The received based-band equivalent signal from each channel may expressed by

{

}

r (t ) = ℜe ( g ( t ) ~
s mk (t ) ∗ cl (t;τ ) )e j 2πf ck t + z (t )
where g (t ) =

(3.7)

2
for 0 ≤ t ≤ Ts and zero otherwise, and cl (t ;τ ) is the low-pass
Ts

equivalent of the channel impulse response when the signal is transmitted at time t − τ
and observed at time t. z (t ) represents narrow band noise

{

}

z (t ) = ℜe (z mI (t ) + jz mQ (t ) )e j 2πfct ,

(3.8)

where z mI (t ) and z mQ (t ) are the in phase and quadrature components of z (t ) . Each is an
independent Gaussian process with zero-mean with autocorrelation

N0
δ (τ ) . Since
2

W << (∆f )C , the frequency response of the channel becomes
Cl (t ; f ) = ℑ{cl (t ,τ )}
≅ Cl (t ;0)
∆ h(t ) = α (t )e jθ (t ) .

(3.9)

In this particular case, the impulse response of the channel may be modeled as a
2

complex Gaussian random gain with zero mean and variance E[ h(t ) ] = 1 . We then
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rewrite (3.7) as

{

}

r (t ) = ℜe g (t )~smk (t )α k e jθ k e j 2πfck t + z (t )

(3.10)

or
r (t ) =

αk

2 Es
2 Es
 2πmk 
 2πmk 
cos
sin 
 cos(2πf ck t + θ k ) − α k
 sin (2πf ck t + θ k ) + z (t ) .
Ts
Ts
 M 
 M 

(3.11)

α k and θ k represent the random fading amplitude and phase of the k

th

passband

channel. Using a coherent receiver, we assume that the channel side information, i.e.,

α k and θ k , are known at the demodulator. Thus, the kth baseband received signal at
the output of the correlator is y = [ y1

y2 ] , where
Ts

y1

=

∫ r (t )
0

2
cos ( 2π f ck t + θ k ) dt
Ts

 2πmk  I
= α k Es cos
+ z
 M 

= α k ~smkI + z I

(3.12)

and the output of the second correlator is
Ts

y2

=

∫ r (t )
0

2
sin ( 2π f ck t + θ k ) dt
Ts

 2πmk  Q
= α k Es sin 
+ z
 M 

= α k ~smkQ + z Q

(3.13)
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z I and z Q are the noise components after the correlator which can be expressed by
Ts

z I = ∫ z (t )
0

Ts

z Q = ∫ z (t )
0

2
cos(2πf ck t + θ k )dt
Ts

(3.14)

2
sin (2πf ck t + θ k )dt .
Ts

(3.15)

y1 and y2 are jointly Gaussian random variables with means
 2πmk 
E[ y1 ] = α k Es cos
,
 M 

(3.16)

 2πmk 
E[ y2 ] = α k Es sin 
.
 M 

(3.17)

Also, the variances are

Var ( y1 ) = Var ( y2 ) = E[( z I )2 ] = E[( z Q )2 ]
=

N0
.
2

(3.18)

Now, the components y1 and y2 are uncorrelated since

Cov ( y1 , y2 )

= E[( y1 − y1 )( y2 − y2 )]
Ts
2
2
cos(2πf ck t1 + θ k )dt1 )(∫ z (t )
sin (2πf ck t2 + θ k )dt2 )]
0
Ts
Ts

Ts

= E[ ∫ z (t )
0

=

2
Ts

=

N0
Ts

= 0.

Ts

Ts

0

0

∫ ∫

E[ z (t1 ) z (t2 )] cos(2πf ck t1 + θ k )sin (2πf ck t2 + θ k )dt2 dt1

Ts

Ts

0

0

∫ ∫

δ (t1 − t2 ) cos(2πf ck t1 + θ k )sin (2πf ck t2 + θ k )dt2 dt1
(3.19)
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Therefore,

[

the

joint

probability

of

receiving

y = [ y1

y2 ]

given

that

]

s= ~
smkI (t ) ~
smkQ (t ) is transmitted can be express by

f (y | s) = f ( y1 , y 2 | s)
Q
= f ( y1 | ~
smkI (t )) f ( y2 | ~
smk
(t ))

1 − N 0  (y1 −α k s mk (t ) )
=
e
πN0
1 

1

1 − N0
=
e
πN 0

~I

y − α k ~smk

2

(

Q

+ y 2 −α k ~
smk ( t )

) 
2

2

(3.20)

3.10 Receiver design
3.10.1 Cross layer overview
The flow chart shown in Fig. 3.4 illustrates the cross-layer design between the
link layer which controls the strategy of handling all the received packets and the
physical layer which handles the algorithm used to decode the direct packet. When a
node receives a packet, it checks whether itself is the destination of the packet or not.
If it is the destination, the received packet is then stored in the receiving queue. The
default number of cooperative packets is set equal to the number of network coded
packets k minus one. The node then proceeds to decode after all cooperative packets
are received. Though it is not applied in this study, a timer can also be used to limit the
waiting time. If the node is not the destination of the packet, opportunistic listening is
used.
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3.10.2 Log-likelihood ratio of the received bits
The log-likelihood ratio (LLR) is used to provide the soft value to the decoder.
The conditional log-likelihood ratio of the ith bit contained in the symbol transmitted
given that the received signal is y can be expressed by

L( xi | y ) ∆ log

P{y | xi = +1}
P{xi = +1}
P{xi = +1 | y}
= log
+ log
P{xi = −1 | y}
P{y | xi = −1}
P{xi = −1}
= L(y | xi ) + L p ( xi )

(3.21)

L p ( xi ) is the a priori information of the ith bit contained in the symbol, and L(y | xi ) is

the log-likelihood ratio of the received signal y given that xi is sent. Assuming that
logic 0 and 1 are sent with equal probability, L p ( xi ) can be initially set to 0. Now, let

g (⋅) be the mapping function such that g (x) = m . We then define S i

(a)

, a = ±1 as sets

of symbols where

Si

(a)

{

}

= m | m = g (x), x = [ x0 , x1 ,..., xi ,..., xlog 2 M −1 ], xi = a .

(3.22)

The log-likelihood ratio of the received signal y given that xi is sent becomes

∑

L(y | xi ) = log

∑e

f (y | ~smk )

~s :m∈S ( +1)
mk
i

∑ f (y | ~s

~s :m∈S ( −1)
mk
i

mk

)

= log

−

1
y − αk ~smk
N0

2

1
y − αk ~smk
N0

2

~s :m∈S ( +1)
mk
i

∑e

−

~s :m∈S ( −1)
mk
i

Using the maximum logarithm (max-log) approximation,

(3.23)
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Fig. 3.4: Link layer design for the PNC-COOP receiver
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∑e

log

1
y − α k ~smk
N0

2

1
−
y − α k ~smk
N0

2

−

~s :l∈S ( +1)
mk
i

∑e

≈ ~ max( +1) (−
smk :m∈S i

1
1
2
2
y − α k ~smk ) − ~ max( −1 ) (−
y − αk ~smk )
smk :m∈Si
N0
N0

~s :m∈S ( −1)
mk
i

= ~ min( −1) (
smk :m∈S i

1
1
2
2
y − αk ~smk ) − ~ min( +1) (
y − αk ~smk ) .
smk :m∈S i
N0
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(3.24)

Thus,
L(y | xi ) =

1 
2
2
( y − α k ~slk ) − ~ min( +1) y − α k ~smk  .
 ~s min
( −1)
smk :m∈S i
N 0  mk :m∈Si


(3.25)

From hereafter let us assume that QPSK (M=4) is used. Each received signal y1 (t ) and
y2 (t ) can then be considered separately as a single information bit. Therefore, the loglikelihood of each bit becomes
L(y | xi ) =

2α k Eb yi
4α E y
= k b i ,
Var ( yi )
N0

(3.26)

where Eb is the energy per bit. With the knowledge of the channel side information at
the receiver, L(y | xi ) is a Gaussian random variable of mean and variance
 4α i Eb yi  4α i2 Eb xi
E[L(y | xi )] = E 
=
N0
N0



Var ( L(y | xi )) =

4α i EbVar ( yi ) 8α i2 Eb
=
.
N0
N0

(3.27)

(3.28)

3.10.3 PNC-COOP decoder
The proposed decoder operates on both maximum ratio combined cooperative
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information and network coded data as shown in Fig. 3.5. It then outputs soft
information, which is input to a hard decision device. To avoid confusion, from
hereafter, let us consider the ith bit xi . We then omit the subscription i and use
xk instead to denote that the bit is from packet k. Suppose xk is network encoded with
bits from set K \ k packets, i.e., x = x1 ⊕ x2 ⊕ xk ⊕ • • • ⊕ x| K | and transmitted to
destination node d k . The LLR of the estimate xk , L( xˆk ) , given that it receives y from
the direct transmission and K ′ cooperative packets, y (1) ,..., y (|K ′|) , from relay nodes is
L( xˆk ) = log

P ( x k = +1 | y )
P( xk = +1 | y (1) ,..., y (|K '|) )
.
+ log
P ( x k = −1 | y )
P( xk = −1 | y (1) ,..., y (|K '|) )

(3.29)

Notice that here the cooperative packets are from the set K ′ of neighbor nodes
joining the cooperation phase. In practice, the set of K ′ nodes, can be different from
the set K \ k . However, as mentioned earlier, we will first restrict ourselves to the case
K ′ = K \ k . The first term in (3.29) is the LLR obtained from network decoding and

the second term is the LLR obtained from the cooperative bits. Since xk in the first


term is equal to x ⊕  ∑ ⊕ xˆ j  , where bits x̂ j are the estimated values of the other
 j∈K \ k


| K '| −1 packets stored in the temporary buffer of the received node. (3.29) can be
rewritten as
L( xˆk ) = L( x ⊕

∑ ⊕ xˆ j | y )) + log

j ∈K \ k

P( xk = +1 | y (1) ,..., y (| K '|) )
.
P( xk = −1 | y (1) ,..., y (| K '|) )

Recall that the box plus operation is defined by [26]

(3.30)
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L( x k )

 n

∆ L ∑ ⊕ xk  = L( x1 ⊕ x2 ⊕ ... ⊕ xn )
 j =1


L( x k )

 n

= 2arctanh ∏ tanh( L( xk ) / 2) 
 k =1


n

∑
k=1

n

∑
k=1

 n

≈  ∏ sign( L( xk ))  ⋅ min L( xk )
 k =1
 k =1,...,n

(3.31)

The log-likelihood ratio of bit x̂k becomes

 L( xˆ j | y )  
P( xk = +1 | y (1) ,..., y (|K '|) )


 + log
L( xˆk ) = 2arctanh tanh( L( x | y ) / 2) ∏ tanh

P( xk = −1 | y (1) ,..., y (|K '|) )
2
j∈K \ k




(3.32)

Fig. 3.5: Decoder for PNC-COOP

Since all the x̂ j terms do not depend on the current received signal y , L( xˆ j | y )
becomes L( xˆ j ) . After applying Bayes’ rule to (3.32), L( xˆk ) becomes
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 L( xˆ j )   | K '|
  + ∑ L(y (l ) | xk ) .
L( xˆk ) = 2arctanh tanh( L(y | x ) / 2) ∏ tanh 
2
j ∈K \ k

  l =1


(3.33)

Here it is assumed that the a priori value for information bit xk is transmitted with
equal probability,

i.e.,

log

P( xk = +1)
=0
P( xk = −1)

and

y, y (1) ,..., y (|K '|)

are received

independently of one another. The result in (3.33) can be approximated by

(

)

|K '|


L( xˆ k ) ≈  sign (L(y | x ) ) ∏ sign ( L( xˆ j ))  ⋅ min L(y | x) , L( xˆ j ) + ∑ L(y ( l ) | xk )
∀j∈K \ k
l =1
∈K \ k
j



 

Maximal ratio combiner

Soft decoder

(3.34)
For the QPSK case,

 2α E s y
L( xˆk ) = 2 arctan h  tanh


N0



 4α E y
≈  sign k s


N0




L( xˆ j )   4 Eb
 ∏ tanh 
 2   + N
 j∈K \ k


0


| K '|

∑α y

)

(3.35)

l =1



 ∏ sign( L( xˆ j ))  ⋅ min L(y | x) , L( xˆ j ) + 4 Eb
 j∈K \k
 ∀j∈K \k
N0



(

(l)

l

|K '|

∑α y
l =1

l

(l )

(3.36)

Hard decision is now applied, i.e., L( xˆ n ) ≥ 0 implies logic 0.

3.11 Packet drop and retransmission
When the channel condition is poor and the packet received is corrupted, it is
necessary for applications which require reliable transmission, such as TCP, to request
a retransmission. However, in heavy network traffic, dropping packets and
retransmissions can reduce the end-to-end throughput and may cause network
congestion. In order to compare the benefits of PNC-COOP with opportunistic
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network coding scheme in a practical environment, packet drop and retransmission
issues must be taken into account.
When an ACK packet is not received over certain period of time TACK , and a
retransmission is allowed, the sender must retransmit the previously sent packet
immediately. The retransmission method in [10] allows the retransmitted packet to be
re-network encoded with a new set of packets in the transmitting queue. Even though
this method further improves the opportunity of combining packets together, however,
we do not apply it in our model since our goal for studying the effects of
retransmissions and develop the link between the number of encoded packets and the
number of retransmissions. Therefore, the encoded packets should not be altered
during retransmission as it varies the bit error rate of each retransmission (by the
number of encoded packets and the number of hops each packet was previously
transmitted from the beginning). Thus, for our study, both the opportunistic network
coding model and the PNC-COOP models will use the same encoded packet
previously transmitted to immediately retransmit when any of the destination failed to
reply ACK in TACK time.
In addition to responding within TACK , a certain quality of service (QOS) must
be specified. We adopt the standard 16-bit cyclic redundancy check code (CRCCCITT) used in IEEE 802.11 for error detection and as a criterion for retransmission
rather than only the above thresholds in the ARQ scheme. If any error is detected,
retransmission must also occur.
The following is a brief discussion of the principles of CRC-CCITT.
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Additional 16 check bits are concatenated with the transmitted sequence to detect
errors. The binary message of length w bits b = [b0 , b1 , b2 ,..., bw−1 ] can be represented as
a polynomial D (x ) of degree w-1 over GF(2) as
D ( X ) = b0 + b1 X + b2 X 2 + ... + br −1 X w−1 .

(3.37)

The check bits of D (x ) can be obtained by finding the remainder R( X ) from
multiplying

D (X )

with

X q −w

and dividing by the generator polynomial

G ( X ) = 1 + X 5 + X 12 + X 16 . This can be expressed by

(

)

R( X ) ≡ X q−w D ( X ) mod G ( X )

(3.38)

X q − w D ( X ) = Q ( X )G ( X ) + R ( X ) .

(3.39)

or

Q( X ) is the quotient and q represents the total transmitted bits. q − w is the number
of check bits (equal to 16). The checksum is then concatenated with the original
sequence. This can be represented as polynomial F ( X ) , where
F ( X ) = X q −w D ( X ) + R ( X ) .

(3.40)

Let the error polynomial be described by E ( X ) . When no error occurs, E ( X ) = 0 .
The remainder from dividing the received sequence R( X ) = F ( X ) + E ( X ) by the
generator polynomial is
R' ( X ) = R( X ) mod G ( X )

(

)

= X q− w D( X ) + R( X ) mod G ( X )
= R( X ) + R( X ) = 0 .

(3.41)
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If errors occur, i.e. E ( X ) ≠ 0 , the check bits calculated at the destination are described
by R' ( X ) i.e.,
R' ( X ) = R( X ) mod G ( X )
= (F ( X ) + E ( X ) ) mod G ( X )
= (X q− w D( X ) + R( X ) + E ( X ) )mod G ( X )
= E ( X ) mod G ( X ) ≠ 0 .

(3.42)

Note that the errors can be detected if and only if the error pattern E ( X ) is not
divisible by G ( X ) . Therefore, the ability of error detection depends on the selection
of G ( X ) . Other CRC-(q-w) types are described in detail in [23], [24] and [25].
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Chapter 4 Performance evaluation procedure for PNC-COOP

In this chapter, the procedure used to evaluate the performance of the proposed
PNC-COOP system via computer simulation is provided. First, we will elaborate on
the observations found from our preliminary results about the aspects that affects
overall performance, such as, network coding rate (NCR), end-to-end average bit error
rate (ABER), throughput and delay. Later in the chapter, based on these observations,
the overall details of the simulation setup, model, platform and assumptions will be
explained.

4.1 Factors that effect the performance of opportunistic network
coding and PNC-COOP
According to our preliminary results [34], it is observed that many factors
affect the network encoding amount. These factors are:
1. Number of hops, nodes in the coverage area and the network topology, i.e.,
routing path of the transmitted packets. The larger the number of hops and
nodes in the coverage area, the more packets that nodes can listen to.
Therefore, the sender node is able to encode more packets. Consequently, the
NCR and throughput increase.
2. When quality of service (QOS) is applied to listened packets, the probability to
perform encoding will be reduced. Since listened Packets with errors cause
more errors to propagate in both network decoding process and in the
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cooperation phase. Therefore, if error detection with CRC code is applied to
the listened packets, the amount of packets kept for decoding will vary at
different signal-to-noise ratio of the communication link. Consequently, the
NC amount will also be reduced.
3. The number of packets that remain in the transmitting queue. In order to
perform PNC-COOP, it is necessary to have packets remain in the transmitting
queue. The number of packets in the transmitting queue and reception protocol
dictates the amount of candidate packets that the sender node could possibly
combine. When few packets remain in the transmitting queue, the chance to
combine packets that the receiving nodes can decode is very low. Therefore, a
remarkable result of the effectiveness of opportunistic network coding can be
seen when the network is congested.
4. The arrangement of packets in the transmitting queue can affect the end-to-end
delay of transmitting packets. By providing higher priority to the cooperative
packets and retransmitting packets to be selected from the queue to transmit
can reduce the overall end-to-end delay since the network encoded packet
would spend less time waiting to be decoded.
5. Hidden terminal problem. We define the hidden terminal problem in this
scenario as the event when the node which is required to relay a cooperative
packet cannot find the destination due to the node is out of the coverage area.
This can be illustrated in Fig. 4.1. When node 1 encodes packets A, B, and C
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together in order to send to nodes 2, 4 and 6, the node does not know whether
the destinations are in the same coverage area of each other or not. According
to Fig. 4.1b, node 2 is waiting cooperative packets from nodes 4 and 6.
However, node 2 is a node in the coverage area of node 4. Thus, the node will
only receive cooperative packet A from node 6 and it will keep waiting the
packet from node 4. This is a practical problem which should be addressed and
taken care of since this will cause longer end-to-end delay and possibly
receiving queue overflow. Time stamp and waiting time duration limit can be
applied to reduce this decoding delay. Consequently, receiving less cooperative
packets at the receiver.

Fig. 4.1: Hidden terminal problem of PNC-COOP
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4.2 Simulation model for opportunistic network coding and PNCCOOP
Our simulation model can be configured to accommodate different network
coding rate (NCR), end-to-end average bit error rate (ABER), throughput and delay,
depending on the numerical setup, assumptions, and implementations. Some
assumptions can be made to simplify the simulation and analysis model. However, we
will justify the accuracy of our simulation model and generalize the results via an
analytical model in later chapters. Two simulations methods are used to analyze the
performance of the system.

4.2.1 Monte Carlo simulation with MATLAB
The first method uses Monte Carlo simulation in a MATLAB environment to
investigate

the

functionality

of

the

system

based

on

certain

network

topology/condition. The simulation model is based on the analytical approach
presented in (chapter 6).

4.2.2 Discrete event driven simulator based on C++
A custom implementation of discrete event driven simulator based on C++ is
used to investigate the effectiveness of the scheme in an actual network situation
(chapter 5). While other network simulators are available, we intend to develop a light
weight discrete event simulator which contains only necessary functions with the
ability to change the physical layer architecture/algorithm and MAC layer protocol
easily. The developed discrete event simulator main function is shown in Fig. 4.2
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Fig. 4.2: Main function diagram of the discrete event simulation
The wireless ad hoc network that uses the proposed PNC-COOP scheme is
described in chapter 3, and by default, is a square grid mesh network with a predefined
separation distance in x and y coordinates. Each node is uniformly randomly selected
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to generate a packet and transmit it to the next hop destination. The next hop
destination is also chosen randomly from the neighbor nodes in the coverage area of
the sender. This allows the sender node to perform as if the packet’s final hop
destination is located in a random position that causes the path selection from the
node’s routing table be chosen in a random fashion. Fig.4.3 shows an example of path
selection to forward a packet.

Fig. 4.3: Example of path selection to forward a packet. The hop is randomly
selected from the surrounding nodes in the coverage area.
Large-scale path loss with shadowing effects model from [32] is applied, in
order to determine the receiving power at each node and the coverage area. The largescale path loss PL(d) is defined as the difference in decibels of the effective
transmitted power and the received power at the reference distance (d) between the
transmitting and receiving node. By assuming quadriphase-shift keying (QPSK)
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carrier modulation at 2.4 GHz with unit gain antennas, the path loss is given by
 1
PL(d ) = −20log 
 32π


 + 10n log(d ) + X σ .


(4.1)

n is the path loss exponent and X σ is a zero-mean Gaussian distributed random
variable with standard deviation σ (in dB). According to [33], the indoor environment
path loss exponent n and σ are studied and approximated as 2.4 and 5.8 dB,
respectively. Using the transmitting power and the receiving sensitivity at 20 dBm and
-80 dBm, respectively, the coverage area of each node then can be found.

Fig. 4.4: Flowchart of processing each event and the creation of the next event
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Several pieces of information are contained in each event object, that is, the
time of occurrence, node’s address, event type, the index number of the orthogonal
channel, and the next event pointer in the event object link list. Four event types are
defined by the events’ action as
Event 1

Create packet to transmit

Event 2

Sense the channel

Event 3

Complete transmitting packet/Retransmission

Event 4

Receive packet

The flowcharts of how the events are processed for each packet and how the
next event is generated are shown in Figs. 4.2 and 4.4. Note that the arrow which
points from one event to another implies a new event is generated and added into the
link list. The Type-1 event is first created and added into the link list. Later, it induces
the creation of other types of events which are then inserted into the link list in order,
according to the occurrence time of the event. A type-1 event is the event at the time
epoch when the packet is generated, added into the transmitting queue and waiting for
its transmission. Thus, a type-1 event is modeled as a Poisson process {N (t ), t ≥ 0}
 λ (offer load (bps)) 
with rate λ =  in
 packets/sec. That is, at the beginning of the
 B(packet length) 

program, a type-1 event will be generated with the elapsed time (T=t) between two
events following the exponential distribution with probability density function is
λe − λt , t ≥ 0
.
fT (t ) = 
 0 ,t < 0

(4.2)
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The procedure to generate a packet at each node by a type-1 event is shown in Fig.
4.5.

Fig. 4.5: Type-1 event - create packet to transmit

In Fig. 4.5, a packet is generated and added to the TxQueue. If the TxQueue
exceeds the limit Qmax , the new packet will be dropped. We are interested in the case
where the saturation throughput is achieved, i.e., the steady state throughput of the
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system that the node is still considered to be stable, i.e., lim Qmax < ∞ . The packet
t →∞

payload of 1024 bytes is generated as a random binary sequence with equal
probability. The header is then added which includes, the random routing path of all
hops, unique packet identification number (packetID), time stamp, and address of the
next hop destination node. It shall be noted that the random routing path, in practice,
does not exist with the packet. The random generated path, as explained in Fig. 4.3, is
for simulation purposes only. In the simulation, the next hop destination node is then
considered from this random routing path which is implicitly attached along with the
packet, instead of having each destination node generate a forward table and execute a
routing algorithm. This is to reduce the complexity of the implementation.
Next, the CRC check of the generated packet is computed and finally added
into the TxQueue. The soft value (LLR) of the packet is kept in the temporary buffer
where each bit in the payload is given by
logical 0  softValuemax ,
logical 1  softValuemin,
Ideally, for a newly generated packet, the packet softValuemin = − ∞ and softValuemax
= ∞ . Here we use softValuemin = − 108 and softValuemax = 108 (assuming infinite
precision). While the value defined here is extremely large, in reality only an 8 bit
representation is reported to be sufficient in some min-sum decoder implementation
[52].
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Fig. 4.6: Send() function diagram flowchart
Fig. 4.6 shows the diagram of function Send( ) which is called whenever the
node attempts to access the medium. (type-1 and type-2 events). First, the function
preselects the packets to be transmitted from the TxQueue by taking the packet in a
first-in first-out manner and network encoded following the details provided in
section 3.5. Next, it performs CSMA/CA following the flowchart shown in Fig. 4.7. If
the node is not yet able to transmit the data, type-2 event (sense channel) in Fig. 4.8 is
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inserted with a new estimated time to re-attempt accessing the channel again. Once the
node is able to access the channel, i.e., back offTimer = 0 and myCurrentStatus =
sendInProcess, the completion time of transmitting is calculated and inserted into the
event queue by type-3 event (Fig. 4.8). In addition, the time that each neighbor node
completes receiving or listening the packets is predicted and a type-4event is added to
the event queue. A type-4 event in Fig. 4.10 is similar to the one provided in Fig. 3.4
with the inclusion of having the end-to-end performance measure computed after the
final destination node receives the packet. Note that there are multiple events of the
type-4 added into the queue, one per each neighbor node per each orthogonal channel.

Fig. 4.7: CSMA/CA implementation to check the availability of the channel in Send()
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Fig. 4.8: Type-2 event. The event where the node attempt to access the channel.

Fig. 4.9: Type-3 event where the transmission is completed
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Fig. 4.10: Type-4 event. The event of receiving packet
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4.3 Simulation parameters and assumptions
Table 4.1: Configurations of the computer simulation
Parameters
Offered Load
Modulation
Carrier frequency
Bit rate
Distance between node
Payload size
CSMA/CA
DIFS
SIFS
RTS/CTS/ACK
CWmin
CWmax
aSlotTime
Default retransmissions limits
Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC)

Setting
10 Mbps
QPSK
2.4 GHz
2 Mbps
300m
1024 bytes
Use
50 µ sec
10 µ sec
1 µ sec
7
255
15 µ sec
7 times.
Use

Table 4.1 provides the summary of the parameters used in the simulation
model. In addition to these parameters, in order to reduce the complexity and simplify
the model, several assumptions are made.
A1) According to the coverage area of each node following the path loss model
in (4.1), the coverage area is random. However, in each experiment trial, for study
purposes, the nodes in the coverage area of each transmitting node and the number of
are the same, in order to maintain the same average amount of network coding through
the entire network.
A2) Relay nodes are assumed to always find the destination node of the
cooperative packet in its transmission range.
A3) For our preliminary experiment, frequency division is incorporated into
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the PNC-COOP scheme. To estimate the throughput of the network is somewhat
tricky since the amount of network coding varies randomly in each transmission.
Therefore, for a fair comparison, the number of channels used must also be varied
according to the number of packets network encoded. This is not quite practical for
frequency division. Therefore, we fix the number of channels of frequency division.
For simulation purposes, the number of frequency channels is equal to 6, the
maximum possible number of packet which can be encoded.
A4) The amount of hops that a packet traverses through the network from the
source to the sink node is restricted to be the same for all packets. This is due to the
fact that the number of hops varies the amount of nodes that are able to listen it in the
network. Therefore, the number of hops is set to 3 hops. We also fix the number of
neighbor nodes (including the destination) in each coverage area to 6 nodes.
A5) Collision occurs only while the nodes are competing to access the channel,
i.e., during the RTS transmission period. No loss/collision occurs in the CTS and ACK
packets. Moreover, it is assumed that there is no collision during the data packet
transmission. This may be considered valid when nodes are assumed to be located
close enough that each can sense the others transmission. This assumption is also used
as a part of assumptions in [10, (TCP case).]
It should be pointed out that the A5 assumption is an ideal condition. In reality,
to obtain this condition, the opportunistic network coding based technique as well as
PNC-COOP, face challenges over the pseudo broadcasting with current IEEE802.11
MAC protocol, since the technique exhibits difficulties in the implementation and also
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suffers from the high packet loss rate. As pointed in the experimental results of [10,
p.244], the opportunistic network coding with the usage of TCP protocol encounters
high loss rate. While it was considered that the loss is from the hidden terminal
problem, more factors may have contributed to worsen the problem. First, the path
loss and the imperfections of the channel which cause errors detected in the CRC
check of in the control packets (RTS/CTS/ACK). Second, the limits in the
IEEE802.11 frame format and protocol. Since only a single address field exists in the
IEEE802.11 RTS/CTS frame format, thus the method cannot provide full RTS/CTS to
every node and prevent all destinations from collision by the hidden terminal
problems. Second, even if it is possible to send an RTS and notified for every encoded
packet destination, it still requires all destinations to respond with CTS. This provides
the chances for packet collisions to occur over the CTS transmissions. Thus, other
cross layer techniques must be incorporated (or modifications in the medium access
protocol), such as IP group assignments, out of band control signal channel design.
However, it is beyond the scope of our study to redesign the channel access method to
optimize the channel access procedure and packet frame format for opportunistic
network coding. It is our intention to compare closely between our scheme and both
the direct unicast transmission based on IEEE 802.11 CSMA/CA and the scheme
similar to the original approach of opportunistic network coding.
A6) We assume that the reception report is completely available for the nodes
since we would like to consider the ability of network coding without constraint. This
assumption is possible when perfect guessing based on the overhearing packets is used
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[10] or out of band control channel is available. The delay time for updating the
reception report and the resource used for this periodic broadcast report is not
considered in our simulation.
A7).When retransmission is required, in order to reduce the complexity later in
the simulation model, we assume that
A7.1 The ACK list field size is fixed and no size variations are taken into
account.
A7.2 The sender node is assumed to received the ACK back immediately
and able to retransmit as early as the next opportunity that is able to access
the channel. That is, we assume
A7.3 Asynchronous ACK is received without collision or loss.
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Chapter 5 Numerical results

In this chapter, the simulation results of the proposed scheme are provided.
Three aspects are presented and discussed separately. First, we present the
performance of opportunistic network coding over multi-hop communication in both
perfect and imperfect channels. Next, PNC-COOP is evaluated without the occurrence
of retransmissions. The functionality of the scheme is verified and the effectiveness of
the scheme in a practical network scenario is evaluated. Multiple network
performances are measured, e.g., end-to-end bit error rate, throughput, and average
transmitted energy. The numerical results in this section are obtained by using the
discrete event driven simulator based on C++ explained in the previous chapter. Most
of the results here are published in [34]. The analytical results for BER of each system
will be further provided in the next chapter.

5.1 Performance of opportunistic network coding over multi-hop
communication and imperfect channel
To understand the effect of the imperfect channel on opportunistic network
coding, let us first consider the ABER of the opportunistic network coding
(Opportunistic NC) compared to conventional direct transmission (Direct Tx) in error
prone situation shown Fig. 4.1. In this scenario, frequency division multiplexing is not
applied. Only a single channel is used and there are no retransmissions. It should also
be noted that the end-to-end bit error rate is evaluated versus the received signal-to-
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noise power ratio (SNR)/bit/hop, where it is defined as the total energy per bit
obtained at the receiving node Eb over N 0 , regardless of whether the received bit is
network encoded or not. Even though this definition may not provide a fair
comparison in terms of energy per information bit contained inside each received bit,
it reflects the practical scenario where the transmitted power is fixed.

Fig. 5.1: ABER of 3 hops communication between
Direct Tx, and Opportunistic NC over a single Rayleigh fading channel.

The simulation results show that Opportunistic NC has higher ABER than Direct Tx
strategy. For this particular case, it requires approximately 2.5 dB more received
power/bit/hop in order to achieve the same BER.
Next, let us consider the impact on network throughput when retransmissions
are allowed. If errors are detected at the receiving node, it requests the sender from the
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previous hop to retransmit. The maximum number of retransmissions is set to 7, which
is similar to the default used in the IEEE 802.11 standard. We then compare the
offered load and network throughput of both Opportunistic NC and Direct Tx together.
The results are shown in Fig. 5.2.

Fig. 5.2: The offered load v.s. throughput over a single Rayleigh fading channel.

At the average received SNR/bit/hop equal to 15dB, it can be seen that the
network throughput using network coding drops significantly due to the large amount
of retransmissions. This indicates that network coding over an imperfect channel
becomes less effective. The throughputs of both strategies become quite similar to
each other.
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5.2 Performance of PNC-COOP over multi-hop communication and
imperfect channel
Performance comparisons of PNC-COOP with other strategies are provided in
this section. Let us assume a balanced link condition, i.e., all communication links in
the network have the same average received bit signal-to-noise ratio. We first evaluate
the functionality of the proposed scheme by evaluating the average end-to-end BER
when the source and sink nodes are 2 hops apart at fixed k amount of network coding.
The result when two packets are encoded together ( k = 2 ) is shown in Fig. 5.3.

Fig. 5.3: ABER with 2 hops between source and destination
when the network encoding amount is k = 2
In Fig. 5.3, PNC-COOP provides the lowest average end-to-end BER compared to the
others at the same average received SNR/bit/hop. It requires approximately 5 and 2 dB
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less received power than Opportunistic NC and Direct Tx, respectively, to obtain the
same BER performance.
Next, we investigate the effect of error propagation by considering 2 additional
conditions: (1) when no errors occur in the listened packets and (2) when no errors
occur in the packets before network encoding. Fig. 5.4 shows that the average end-toend BER gets smaller as each condition is applied and the performance of PNC-COOP
becomes equivalent to that achieved by maximal ratio combining when both
conditions occur, that is, the performance corresponding to diversity of order 2 is
achieved.

Fig. 5.4: ABER with 2 hops between source and destination
when the network encoding amount is k = 2 with different conditions
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Similar results are obtained when the number of network encoded packets is
equal to 3 (see Fig. 5.5). In this scenario, PNC-COOP has a diversity gain of 8 dB
over Opportunistic NC and 3 dB over Direct Tx. The end-to-end BER of PNC-COOP
converges to diversity of order 3 when the two previous conditions are met.

Fig. 5.5: ABER with 2 hops between source and destination
when the network encoding amount is k = 3 with different conditions

5.3 Effectiveness of PNC-COOP
Figs. 5.3 and 5.5 show system performance over 2 hops in a specific scenario
which ensures that network coding will occur with k = 2 and 3, respectively. In
practice, however, the network topology is random. Hence, the opportunity to network
encode k

arbitrary packets is also random. For this reason, we simulate

communication of a 16-node square-grid wireless mesh network with a 300 meter
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node separation using the Packets of payload size 1024 bytes are uniformly randomly
transmitted among the nodes. Discrete event driven simulator with assumptions
described in the previous chapter is used. The number of hops between the source and
destination nodes for every transmitted packet is set to 3 hops and the number of nodes
in each coverage area is set to 6. Evaluation of the network throughput is somewhat
tricky since the amount of network coding varies randomly in each transmission.
Therefore, for a fair comparison, the number of channels used must also be varied
according to the number of packets network encoded. Thus, we fix the number of
frequency channels. For simulation purposes, we set the maximum possible number of
packets to encode to 6. Other network parameters are summarized in table 4.1 in the
previous chapter.
The average end-to-end BER of the above scenario is shown in Fig. 5.6. PNCCOOP requires approximately 5 and 2 dB less average received SNR than
Opportunistic
NC and Direct Tx, respectively, to achieve the same BER performance. It is observed
that the BER is higher than that obtained in Figs. 5.3 and 5.5. This is because only a
portion of the transmitted packets is network encoded. According to the simulation
result shown in table 5.1, only 11-15% of the packets transmitted in the network are
encoded. Also, among these packets, the average number of network encoded packets
is around k = 2 . Despite the lower amount of network encoded packets compared with
[10], due to different network assumptions, the trend is similar.
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Fig. 5.6: Average end-to-end BER over a 16-node wireless ad hoc network
using the setting described in table 4.1

Fig. 5.7: Average network throughput
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The average network throughput for a range of SNR values is shown in Fig. 5.7.
The throughput of PNC-COOP is approximately 25% less than that of Opportunistic
NC. However, we have to keep in mind that the packets received at the destination
node when PNC-COOP is used have far fewer errors for the same SNR. PNC-COOP
also affords the added benefit of using less energy, on average, to transmit each
information bit. We may also eliminate this problem by using code division multiple
access instead of frequency division technique.
Although the received energy per bit in all strategies is equal to Eb , the
average transmit energy used per information bit E b is different. Direct Tx and
Opportunistic NC use energy equal to Eb to transmit each bit in the packet, while
PNC-COOP uses energy equal to Eb / k per bit in all direct and cooperative packets.
Moreover, each bit of a k network encoded packet actually contains k information bits.
Thus, the average energy used per information bit transmitted can be calculated by
Direct transmission:

Eb = Eb ,

(5.1)

n

Opportunistic NC:

Eb
PNC ,k ,
k =1 k

Eb = ∑

n
 (k − 1) 
PNC-COOP: Eb = ∑ Eb 1 −
 PPNC − COOP , k .
k2 

k =1

(5.2)

(5.3)

where PNC ,k and PPNC −COOP ,k are the probability of having k packets encoded together
in opportunistic NC and PNC-COOP scheme, respectively. For each transmission, the
amount of energy used per information bit can be plotted at different numbers of k as
shown in Figs. 5.8 and 5.9. Opportunistic NC uses the least amount of energy per
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information bit compared to Direct Tx. The more packets encoded together, the more
energy saving per bit. The PNC-COOP strategy also uses less energy per information
bit compared to Direct Tx. The most energy saving per bit is 25% when k = 2 . It
literally increases the amount of transmitted energy used per information bit when k
increases since more energy is required for transmitting cooperative packets at
cooperative nodes. However, if we only consider the sender node, PNC-COOP uses
only

1
1
while Opportunistic NC uses
of the transmitted energy per information bit
2
k
k

used in Direct Tx.

Table 5.1: The amount of packets network encoded at different average SNR/bit/hop
Method

PNC-COOP

Opportunistic NC

SNR
(dB)
0
5
10
15
20
25
30
0
5
10
15
20
25
30

Number packets network coded together (%)
None
96.7973
89.0014
86.1856
85.6979
84.6622
85.2463
86.3114
85.4458
86.7403
82.1708
85.2653
83.6562
82.6232
83.9147

2
3.1855
10.4526
12.7693
12.8143
14.0407
13.4269
12.1377
12.6361
12.2758
16.2351
13.4815
15.0329
15.8889
13.8831

3
0.0172
0.5418
1.0119
1.4502
1.2785
1.2877
1.4763
1.7442
0.9512
1.5583
1.2376
1.2908
1.4203
2.0442

4
0.0000
0.0042
0.0332
0.0376
0.0186
0.0371
0.0746
0.1694
0.0305
0.0359
0.0156
0.0201
0.0676
0.1557

5
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0021
0.0000
0.0045
0.0022
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0023

Total NC
amount (%)
3.20
11.00
13.81
14.30
15.34
14.75
13.69
14.55
13.26
17.83
14.73
16.34
17.38
16.09
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Fig. 5.8: Transmitted energy per information bit for different amounts of network
coding

Fig. 5.9: Transmitted energy per information bit at the sender node for different
amounts of network coding
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Table 5.2 shows the simulation result of the actual average transmitted energy per
information bit in the network using PNC-COOP and Opportunistic NC. Both
strategies reduce the amount of energy used in each information bit compared to direct
Tx. On average, the sender node in PNC-COOP and Opportunistic NC uses 9-10%
and 8-9% less, respectively, than Direct Tx. The overall network energy reduction is ~
3.5%.
Table 5.2: Simulation result of actual average transmitted energy per information bit
SNR (dB)

PNC-COOP

Opportunistic
NC

0
5
10
15
20
25
30
0
5
10
15
20
25
30

Avg. Tx
energy/
bit (at sender)
(%)
97.60
91.68
89.49
89.06
88.32
88.75
89.51
92.39
93.20
90.82
92.42
91.61
91.06
91.58

Avg. energy
saving/
bit (at sender)
(%)
2.40
8.32
10.51
10.94
11.68
11.25
10.49
7.61
6.80
9.18
7.58
8.39
8.94
8.42

Overall avg.
energy used
per bit (%)

Overall avg.
energy saving
per bit (%)

99.20
97.27
96.58
96.47
96.20
96.35
96.62
92.39
93.20
90.82
92.42
91.61
91.06
91.58

0.80
2.73
3.42
3.53
3.80
3.65
3.38
7.61
6.80
9.18
7.58
8.39
8.94
8.42

Thus, for wireless networks applications where power consumption of the
device is an important issue, such as in wireless sensor networks, PNC-COOP can be
an attractive alternative. If one can allow a reduction in network throughput as a
trade-off, the end-to-end BER can be improved. Moreover, it efficiently utilizes the
power consumption by distributing the energy consumption among the other nodes
surrounding the sender.
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Chapter 6 End-to-end ABER and throughput analysis
In order to better understand the performance results obtained in the previous
chapter, in this chapter we will provide an in depth analysis and performance
evaluation of the proposed PNC-COOP system as well as some variants. In particular,
we generalize the network conditions in the previous chapter to a topology where the
end-to-end ABER of each scheme can be derived and extend further to a more
complex topology. The end-to-end ABER for both direct Tx and opportunistic
network coding are first derived and given in a closed-form which can lead to exact
ABER computation, depending on the modulation technique and communication
channel assumption. For PNC-COOP, approximated ABER results will be provided
along with the enhancement decoding method for low to mid-high SNR. Throughput
analysis is also provided later in the chapter. The analysis reflects both the achievable
maximum throughput for each network communication link and the goodput when
reliable transmission via retransmission is required.
Before we start our analysis, it is worth discussing the limitations of the
encoding and decoding processes in opportunistic NC and PNC-COOP. Opportunistic
NC and PNC-COOP both require the encoding of intermediate nodes to be of the
regenerative-type relay, i.e., after the node receives the packet, it demodulates it,
network encodes it and re-modulates the signal as depicted in Fig. 6.1. Unfortunately,
with the conventional method, it discards the received packet’s channel information
once the packet is re-modulated. Whether it uses LLR as a soft or hard decision value
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to the perform XOR operation, the link quality of the current hop is not passed to the
next hop.

Fig. 6.1: Regenerative relay
When opportunistic network coding is used, it requires that destination/sink
nodes of the network encoded packet must have sufficient packets to decode. These
packets are obtained before by having the destination node listen to the channel. Thus,
the reliability of decoding a packet depends on 2 main factors:
1. The errors occur in the packets in hops prior to network encoding them
together at the intermediate node.
2. The errors occur in packets obtained from the destination node listening to the
channel.
In addition, for PNC-COOP, the decoding process also depends on the
correctness of cooperative packets. Since a regenerative approach is used in this study,
namely decode-and forward, the errors that occur in previous hops are most critical
since they dictate the lower bound of the error probability. To verify this claim, first
we may consider the multi-hop communication using either opportunistic NC or PNCCOOP as a series of multi-hop subsets in which each subset contains n hops where
only the nth hops uses either opportunistic NC or PNC-COOP.
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Let us denote P(n ) as the end-to-end bit error probability of n hops and pi is the
bit error probability of the ith hop. P(n ) can be found by
P( n )

=
=

(1 − P( ) ) p
n −1

n

+ P(n −1) (1 − pn )

pn + P( n −1) − 2 pn P( n −1)

(6.1)

At high SNR, P(n ) may approximate the upper bound by
P( n ) ≈

pn + P(n −1) .

(6.2)

If diversity techniques are applied on the nth hop such that, pn << P(n −1) , which
is likely the case when the message is transmitted over many hops, P(n ) tends to follow
the bound given in (6.2). Therefore, this implies that the end-to-end average bit error
probability is both affected by the amount of errors that occur in the previous hops
regardless of the scheme used in the nth hop. Therefore, to reduce the end-to-end BER,
one must include P(n −1) in their design consideration of the decoding scheme of the n th
hop, where network coding is applied, in order to provide low bit error probability pn .

6.1 ABER of multi-hop communications for regenerative relay.
Analytical models of the average end-to-end BER (ABER) of multi-hop
communications systems are investigated in [40]-[47]. Most of the studies focused on
non-regenerative cases and few BER analysis of regenerative cases are investigated
for different modulation schemes. While some calculation outlines of average end-toend BER calculations are given in [43] and [44], the closed-form of end-to-end BER
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for different modulation schemes is still an open problem. Only the investigations for
two-hop communication system over Rayleigh-fading using DPSK are given in [45]
and [46], respectively. Until recently, [47] investigated the symbol error rate
performance of M-QAM for an arbitrary number of hops over a Nakagami m-fading
channel. In this section, we approach the problem slightly different by using a
generating function [48]. We will show that the approach provides similar end-to-end
BER results as [43] and [44], yet in some cases it can provide a simpler closed-form of
BER particularly for the balanced link case which lends itself to be amenable to
calculate the explicit close-form for each modulation schemes easily.

Fig. 6.2: Multi-hop communication scenario
Consider the Nth hop communication link using regenerative relay
communication in Fig. 6.2. The end-to-end bit error probability in (6.2) can be further
calculated by [44]
N

P( N ) = ∑ (−2) k −1 S Nk .

(6.3)

k =1

S Nk is the summation of all possible k combinations of pi distinct terms multiplied

together, i.e.,
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k

S Nk = ∑∏ pζ j
N

(6.4)

j =1

where ζ j ∈ {1,..., N }, ζ 1 ≠ ... ≠ ζ k . At high SNR (~20dB), P( N ) is upper bounded by
N

P( N ) ≤ ∑ pi

(6.5)

i =1

Recall from (6.2) that pi is the link ABER. Thus, it is a function of the link average

[

signal-to-noise power ratio per bit γ i = E α i2,i +1

] NE

b

where α i ,i +1 is the channel fading

0

coefficient of the link from node i to i+1

6.1.1 Generating function [48]
Definition 6.1 Let g (s ) denote the generating function of a real number
sequence {a j } expressed by
g (s ) = a0 + a1s + a2 s 2 + a3 s 3 + ... + a N s N

(6.6)

where g (s ) converges over some interval − s0 < s < s0 .

Theorem 6.1 The generating function of the regenerative relay communication
over N hops can be expressed by
N

g (s ) = ∏ ( spi + qi )

(6.7)

i =1

where s ∈ {+1,−1} , and qi = 1 − pi . And the ABER is equal to
P( N ) =

N
1
(g (1) − g (−1) ) = 1 − 1 ∏ (1 − 2 pi ) .
2 2 i =1
2

(6.8)
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Proof
Let the exponent of s and the subscript of the coefficient ai in (6.6) represents
the hop and the coefficient ai is the probability of occurrence error in the ith hop. Let
us consider (6.6) and (6.7),
when N = 1 ,
g (s ) = sp1 + q1 , where a0 = q1 and a1 = p1 .
When N = 2 ,
g (s ) = (sp1 + q1 )(sp2 + q2 ) = q1q2 + ( p1q2 + p2q1 )s + pi p2 s 2
where
a0 = q1q2 , a1 = p1q2 + p2q1 and a2 = pi p2 .
If for some arbitrary number of hops N has the generating function equal to
N

g N (s ) = ∏ ( spi + qi ) = a0 + a1s + a2 s 2 + a3s 3 + ... + aN s N ,
i =1

for N+1 hops, the generating function is
N +1

N

i =1

i =1

g N +1 ( s ) = ∏ ( spi + qi ) = ∏ ( spi + qi )(sp N +1 + q N +1 )
= (a0 + a1s + a2 s 2 + a3s 3 + ... + aN s N )(sp N +1 + qN +1 )
= a0 q N +1 + (a0 p N +1 + a1q N +1 )s + (a1 p N +1 + a2 q N +1 )s 2 + (a2 p N +1 + a3 q N +1 )s 3
+ (a N −1 p N +1 + a N −1q N +1 )s N + a N p N +1s N +1 .

Thus, g N +1 ( s ) follows (6.6) with the coefficients of s representing the corresponding
error probability of the hop.
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Since P( N ) = P{odd number of hops that errors occured} ,
=

1
(g (1) − g (−1) ) = a1 + a3 + a5 + ... + aN −1
2

is equal to the summation of all probability odd terms in the generating polynomial out
of N terms. Thus,
P( N ) =

N
1
(g (1) − g (−1) ) = 1 − 1 ∏ (1 − 2 pi ) .
2 2 i =1
2

□

For a balanced link condition, i.e., γ 1 = γ 2 = ... = γ N = γ , p1 = p2 = ... = pN = p . The
result of (6.8) becomes
P( N ) =

(

)

1
1 − (1 − 2 p) N .
2

(6.9)

It can further be shown that (6.9) can be written as
N

N
1
P( N ) = 1 − ∑  (−2 p) k 
2  k =0  k 

N
N
= ∑  (−2) k −1 p k
k =1  k 

(6.10)

which gives the same result as (6.3). However, (6.3) describes the result in terms of a
summation, which it may not obviously provide a simple result to calculate exact the
end-to-end BER for arbitrary N. On the other hand, with the alternative form of (6.8),
the exact closed form for several modulation schemes can be obtained easily. Note
that a different approximation of (6.5) is given by
P( N ) =

(

)

1
1 1
1 − (1 − 2 p) N ≈ − e −2 Np
2
2 2

(6.11)
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which provides a closer approximation in low-to-mid SNR region when N is large
(>2).
The following results are the end-to-end ABER for the basic modulation schemes.

6.1.2 Closed form of ABER for different modulation schemes at
arbitrary N hops for the balanced link case.
- Coherent binary PSK in AWGN channel, i.e., no channel fading ( γ =

Eb
).
N0

The end-to-end BER for binary PSK can be expressed by
P( N )

(

(

)

)

N
N
1
1 1
= 1 − 1 − 2Q( 2γ )  = − erf ( γ ) ,
 2 2
2

(6.12)

where
erf ( x ) =

2

x

e
π ∫

−t 2

(6.13)

dt

0

- Coherent binary PSK and QPSK in Rayleigh fading channel.
Since single hop BER of coherent BPSK and QPSK case is equal to
p =

where γ =

1 1
γ
,
−
2 2 1+ γ

(6.14)

[ ]

Eb
E α 2 . The exact average end-to-end BER becomes
N0

P( N )

1 1 γ
= − 
2 2  1+ γ

N


 .



(6.15)

In addition, for large γ , we can find the asymptotic BER by

P( N )

1 1
1 

≈ − 1 −
2 2  2(1 + γ ) 

N
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P( N ) ≈

2

 N  1 
N
N
N
1 1 
 − ... ≈
or
.
− 1−
+  


4(1 + γ )
4(γ )
2 2
2(1 + γ )  2  2(1 + γ ) 



Thus, the coding gain is

(6.16)

N
with diversity order =1, which agrees with the result from
4

(6.3).
-Coherent binary FSK
Since the BER of a single hop is equal to p =

1 1
γ
the exact average end-to−
2 2 2+γ

end BER is
P( N )

1 1
γ
= − 
2 2 2 +γ

N


 .



(6.17)

The asymptotic BER can be found by
P( N )

1 1 1 1 
≈ − 1 −

2 2  2 (2 + γ ) 

N

2

 N  1 
N
N
1 1 
N
 − ... ≈
≈ − 1−
+  
or
.
 2(2 + γ )
2 2  2(2 + γ )  2  (2 + γ ) 
2γ



(6.18)

-Binary DPSK
For binary DPSK with BER of a single hop is equal to p =

1
, the exact
2(1 + γ )

average end-to-end BER becomes
P( N )

P( N )

1 1
1
= −  1 −
2 2
1+ γ






2N

.

2

 2 N  1 
N
N
1 1 
2N

 − ... ≈
≈ − 1−
+ 
or
.
 2(1 + γ )
2 2  2(1 + γ )  2  (1 + γ ) 
2γ



(6.19)

(6.20)
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-Noncoherent FSK

BER of a single hop noncoherent FSK is equal to p =

1
, the exact average end2+γ

to-end BEP becomes
P( N )

1 1 γ
= − 
2 22+γ





N

.

(6.21)

Hence,

P( N )

2

 2 N  2 
N
N
1 1 
2N

 − ... ≈
≈ − 1−
+ 
.
or
 (2 + γ )
2 2  (2 + γ )  2  (2 + γ ) 
γ



(6.22)

Fig. 6.3: Analytical and simulated end-to-end ABER of BPSK/QPSK of regenerative
multi-hop communications (Balanced link case , γ 1 = γ 2 = ... = γ N = γ )

The derived analytical result for BPSK/QPSK is confirmed with computer simulation
in Fig. 6.3. The simulation results match exactly the analytical ones.
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6.2 ABER of opportunistic network coding
6.2.1 Two-packet network coding scenario

Fig. 6.4: Opportunistic network encoding and decoding scenario for K = {1,2}

We first start our derivation to find the bit error rate by having 2 packets
network coded together (see Fig. 6.4). Let K = {1,2} be the set of packets indexes that
are network encoded together. Symbol xk represents each bit of packet k transmitted to
destination dk where k ∈ K . Bit x1 and x2 are transmitted from the source nodes and
arrive at the intermediate node r with the number of hops N1 and N 2 , respectively.
Both packets are network encoded together at node r and decoded at different
destination nodes, d1 and d2. We first define the probability of network encoding error
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Pe,enc as the probability that any errors from packets encoded together remain in the

encoded packet and can be expressed by
Pe, enc = P( N1 ), x1 (1 − P( N 2 ), x2 ) + (1 − P( N1 ), x2 ) P( N 2 ), x2
=

(6.23)

1 1 N1 N 2
− ∏∏ (1 − 2 pi , x1 )(1 − 2 p j , x2 ) .
2 2 i =1 j =1

(6.24)

Note that in (6.23) and (6.24), we add subscript xk to P( N ) and pi in (6.8), in order to
indicate the value corresponds to packet xk . In the case where BPSK or QPSK is used
and all links are balanced, (6.24) reduces to

Pe , enc

1 1 γ
= − 
2 2  1+ γ






N1 + N 2

.

(6.25)

The encoded bit x = x1 ⊕ x2 is then transmitted and received at the destinations as the
estimate x̂ . The desired bit x̂1 is decoded at destination d1 by xˆ1 = xˆ ⊕ xˆ2 , given that
x̂2 is the estimated bit of the listened packet that has traveled over n2 hops from the

source.
The probability of a decoding error in x̂1 and the error occurs at destination d1
can be calculated by
Pe , dec ( xˆ1 ) =

∑ P{receive xˆ

x1 =1, 0

1

≠ x1 | x1 is sent}P{x1 is sent} .

(6.26)

Assuming that each symbol of x1 is sent with equal probability, after some
manipulations Pe, dec ( xˆ1 ) becomes
Pe, dec ( xˆ1 ) = ε + (1 − 2ε )Pe,enc + (1 − 2ε )(1 − 2 Pe,enc ) P( nxˆ

2

), xˆ2

.

(6.27)
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Since the encoded bit may be altered by the error between node r and d1, the transition
probability ε between node r and d1 is introduced into (6.27). Finally, after
substituting (6.8) and (6.24) into (6.27), we obtain

(

Pe , dec ( xˆ1 ) = ε + (1 − 2ε ) Pe , enc + (1 − 2ε )(1 − 2 Pe, enc ) P( n xˆ

2

), xˆ 2

)

(6.28)

 1 1 N1 N 2

= ε + (1 − 2ε ) − ∏∏ (1 − 2 pi , x1 )(1 − 2 p j , x1 ) 
 2 2 i =1 j =1

n

 N1 N 2
 1 1 xˆ2


+ (1 − 2ε ) ∏∏ (1 − 2 pi , x1 )(1 − 2 p j , x2 )  − ∏ (1 − 2 pl , xˆ ) 
2

 i =1 j =1
 2 2 l =1


n

N1 N 2
2
1 1
= − (1 − 2ε )∏∏∏ (1 − 2 pi , x )(1 − 2 p j , x )(1 − 2 pl , xˆ ) .
1
2
2
2 2
i =1 j =1 l =1
xˆ

(6.29)

In a similar fashion, Pe, dec of x̂2 at destination d2 is found to be
n

N1 N 2
1
1 1
Pe , dec ( xˆ2 ) = − (1 − 2ε )∏∏∏ (1 − 2 pi , x )(1 − 2 p j , x )(1 − 2 pl , xˆ ) .
1
2
1
2 2
i =1 j =1 l =1
xˆ

(6.30)

6.2.1 Generalization for K ≥ 2 packets network coding scenario
We generalize the result in (6.29) and (6.30) for arbitrary number of packets
network encoded together, i.e, K = {1,2,3,...} . Pe , enc can be rewritten as the probability
of odd number out of K packets are error ,i.e.,
 Nj

1 1
Pe , enc = − ∏  ∏ (1 − 2 pi , x j )  .

2 2 j∈K  i =1


(6.31)
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Fig. 6.5: Opportunistic network encoding and decoding scenario for K ≥ 2
At the destination node d k , the packet k is decoded. We define U = ∑ ⊕ xˆ j as the
j≠k

result of XORing all listened packets xˆ j , j ∈ K \ k . The probability of having errors in
U due to the errors that occur in each x̂ j traversing over nxˆ hops is denoted as PU and
j

can be calculated by

 n x'j

1 1

PU = − ∏ ∏ (1 − 2 pl , x ' )  .

j
2 2 j∈K \ k  l =1



(6.32)

The probability of decoding error becomes
Pe , dec ( xˆk )

= ε + (1 − 2ε ) Pe, enc + (1 − 2ε )(1 − 2 Pe,enc )(PU )
 nxˆ j

N
 
1   j
1



= − (1 − 2ε ) ∏  ∏ (1 − 2 pi , x j )   ∏  ∏ (1 − 2 pl , xˆ )   .
j

2  j∈K  i =1
2

  j∈K \ k  l =1


(6.33)

The result in (6.33) represents the exact generalized average bit error probability for
each packet using opportunistic network coding for a specific number of hops,
N j , j ∈ K and nxˆ j , j ∈ K \ k . The values of N j and nxˆ j are specific to the network
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topology, routing algorithm and the packet listening protocol. Hence, it is necessary to
know this information to find the average ABER of the entire network.
For BPSK/QPSK with balanced link condition in Rayleigh fading the
probability of decoding error becomes,

∑ N j + ∑ nxˆ j
1 1
Pe , NC = Pe , dec ( xˆk ) = −  (1 − 2 p ) j∈K j∈K \k
2 2


1 1   γ
= − 
2 2   1 + γ



∑
j∈K




1 1 γ
= − 
2 2  1+ γ

∑
j∈K




Nj+

Nj+

 
∑ N j + ∑ nxˆ j
 
j∈K
j∈K \ k
(
1
2
p
)
ε
+
−
 
 
 

∑ nxˆ j  
1 1 γ
 +  − 
  2 2  1 + γ


j∈K \k








   γ
  
   1 + γ
  


∑
j∈K




Nj+

∑ nxˆ j 




j∈K \ k

∑ nxˆ j +1

j∈K \ k

.

(6.34)

This framework provides us a very simple mechanism to evaluate network
performance as the ABER of a general multi-hop system in (6.15) with the exponent
term equal to the sum of all hops of the packets used for encoding and decoding plus
an additional hop which reflects the hop from node r to destination. The asymptotic
behavior of Pe, dec ( xˆk ) can further be obtained by

Pe, dec ( xˆk )

1 1  M  M  1 

≈ −  ∑  
2 2  i = 0  i  2(1 + γ ) 

|K |
 1

= 1 + ∑ nxˆ + ∑ N j 
j
j =1
 4γ
 j∈K \ k

i










(6.35)

(6.36)
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where M = ∑ N j + ∑ nxˆ + 1 . Pe , NC in a generalized format for BPSK and QPSK in
j
j ∈K

j∈ K \ k

(6.36) confirms the result in previous chapter analytically that network coding
increases the BER of the multi-hop direct transmission by
|K |


1 + ∑ nxˆ + ∑ N j 

j
Pe, dec ( xˆk )
Pe , NC
j ∈K \ k
j =1
 >1
≈
=
ˆ
ˆ
Pe, direct ( xk )
(N k + 1)
Pe, direct ( xk )

(6.37)

where the probability of multi-hop direct transmission of packet k over N k + 1 hops is
 1 
Pe,direct ( xˆk ) ≈ ( N k + 1)  .
 4γ 

(6.38)

Fig. 6.6: Probability of error found in the network encoded packet Pe , enc for different
numbers of encoded packets | K | and N k , k ∈ K
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The comparisons between the analytical and simulation results are now presented. All
cases are evaluated using Monte Carlo simulation by transmitting message bits with
BPSK/QPSK over a flat Rayleigh fading channel. Links are considered to be balanced.
Fig. 6.6 shows the probability of error found in the network encoded packet Pe , enc in
(6.32) with different numbers of encoded packets K and hops N k , k ∈ K for a
balanced link in Rayleigh fading. As in (6.25), Pe , enc gives the same result in the form
of (6.15) with the exponent terms obtained by the sum of all hops of the packets
encoded together. Both the analytical and numerical results match.

Fig. 6.7: Opportunistic NC End-to-end ABER ( Pe,dec ( xˆk ) ) for different numbers of
encoded packets | K | when, N k = N j = nxˆ j = 1, ∀j ∈ K .
The opportunistic NC end-to-end ABER Pe,dec ( xˆk ) obtained through simulation
and analytical methods are shown in Figs.6.7-6.10. In all cases, the simulation and
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analytical results are the same. In addition, Fig. 6.7, provides the result which may be
considered to be the least error case when the source node is not one of the destination
nodes, i.e, nxˆ j > 0 for all j. This represents the case when the hop between the source
and node r, and the hops of listened packets are equal to one. Notice that all cases with
| K | >1 have higher ABER than the direct transmission.
The effect of increasing the number of packets encoded together | K | on the
end-to-end ABER is confirmed in Fig. 6.8, where the number of hops between the
source and the intermediate node r is increased by 1. Further evidence of the effect of
increasing the number of hops between source and node r is shown in Fig.6.9. The
ABER when varying the number of hops for the listening packets can be found in Fig.
6.10.

Fig. 6.8: Opportunistic NC End-to-end ABER ( Pe,dec ( xˆk ) ) for different numbers of
encoded packets | K | , N1 = N 2 = N 3 = 2 .
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Fig. 6.9: Opportunistic NC End-to-end ABER ( Pe,dec ( xˆk ) ) for different numbers of
hops between source node and node r *

Fig. 6.10: Opportunistic NC End-to-end ABER ( Pe,dec ( xˆk ) ) for different numbers of
hops for listened packets*
*( N1 = N 2 = N 3 = N and n xˆ j = n = 1, ∀j ∈ K )
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6.3 Bit error rate of PNC-COOP

Fig. 6.11: General scenario for PNC-COOP
Fig. 6.11 depicts the general scenario of PNC-COOP. Let us consider the endto-end BER at destination node d k , which receives the corrupted packets of one
network encoded packet x = x1 ⊕ x2 ⊕ • • • ⊕ x|K | and

K ′ cooperative packets

(denoted as xk(l ) , l ∈ K ′ ). The model provided in this section is the same as that of
section 3.10. Note that in this section, the subset K ′ of neighbor nodes joining the
cooperation phase is generalized to an arbitrary size and is not necessarily be the same
set of destination nodes K \ k .
Recall from (3.30) that the likelihood ratio (LLR) of the estimated transmitted
bit x̂k given that node dk receives y from the direct transmission and K ′ cooperative
packets y (1) ,..., y (|K′|) from relay nodes is

  K'

L( xˆk ) = L x ⊕  ∑ ⊕ xˆ j  | y  + ∑ L(y (l ) | xk(l ) )


  l =1
 j∈K \ k


(6.39)
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and approximated by
| K '|

L( xˆk ) ≈ xˆk , NC ⋅ Lmin + ∑ L( y ( l ) | xk( l ) ) ,

(6.40)

xˆ k , NC = sign(L(y | x) ) ∏ sign( L( xˆ j ))

(6.41)

l =1

where

j∈K \ k

(

)

Lmin =  min L(y | x) , L( xˆ j )  .
∀j∈K \ k


(6.42)

Given that transmitted bits are sent with equal probability over a binary symmetric
channel, the outcome of the sign +1 or -1 of xˆk , NC is equal to one half. While we may
assume that we have knowledge of the channel side information at the receiver, the
input LLRs are i.i.d. Gaussian random variables with mean µ and variance σ 2
following (3.26) and (3.27). Unfortunately, the pdf of Lmin is not Gaussian. The
distribution of Lmin can be found as the p.d.f. of the 1st order statistics, i.e.,
|K |−1

 z−µ
 z + µ 
f Lmin ( z ) = | K |  Q
 + Q
 
 σ 
  σ 

1  z−µ 
1  z+µ 
 1
− 
− 


1
2 σ 
2 σ 

e
e
+
 2πσ 2
2πσ 2

2

2


, z ≥ 0.


(6.43)

It is possible to approximate Q| K | −1 ( z ) as the R-term finite sum, where [49]

| K |!
Q ( z ) ≈ ∑ 
⋅η1ψ 1η ψ2 2 ...η ψR R
ψ
ψ
ψ
!
!...
!
ψ 1 ,ψ 2 ,...,ψ R  1
R
2
|K |

ψ 1,ψ 2 ,...,ψ R
ηr =

are

positive

(−1) r +1 (1.98) r
1.1351 π ( 2 ) r +1 r!

integers

2

 − | K2|z ψ 2 + 2ψ 3 +...+ ( R −1)ψ R
 ⋅ e
⋅z
.


and

ψ 1 + ψ 2 + ... +ψ R =| K |

(6.44)

and

. Computing (6.43) for our further analysis can be quite
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complex since it also depends on the value of | K | . We may simplify the results by
approximating it with a Gaussian distributed random variable with mean µ Lmin and
variance σ L2min . The concept of a Gaussian approximation is also commonly used in
approximating extrinsic information of LDPC codes decoder [50].
Thus, the output of the L( xˆk ) is approximated by the sum of independent
Gaussian random variables with mean and variance,

E[L( xˆk )]

[

= E [xˆ k , NC Lmin ]+ ∑ E L(y ( l ) | xk( l ) )
| K '|

l =1

=

4α L2 min Eb xˆ k , NC
N 0 , L min

| K '|

+∑
l =1

4α l2 Eb xk( l )
N 0,l

| K '|


= 4 xˆ k , NC γ L min + ∑ xk( l )γ l  ,
l =1



Var ( L( xˆk ))

]

(6.45)

| K '|


= Var  Lmin + ∑ L(y ( l ) | xk( l ) ) 
l =1



=

8α L2min Eb
N 0 , Lmin

8α l2 Eb
N 0,l
l =1

| K '|

+∑

| K '|


= 8 γ L min + ∑ γ l  .
l =1



(6.46)

Unlike the case of maximal ratio combining with | K ' | received diversity, (6.45) is
conditioned not only by the values of γ 1 ,..., γ |K |' , γ L min but also by the values of bits
transmitted from cooperative nodes, xk(1) ,..., xk(|K '|) , including the value of xˆk , NC . Let us
define the equivalent received SNR as
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| K '|


 xˆk , NC γ L min + ∑ xk( l )γ l 
| K '|
l =1


≤ γ L min + ∑ γ l .
γe=
| K '|


l =1
 γ L min + ∑ γ l 
l =1



(6.47)

The maximum magnitude of γ e occurs when xk(1) ,..., xk(|K '|) , xˆk , NC and xˆk , NC are equal
to xk . Let l j represents the jth member of S e , the set of N e cooperative bits where
xk j ≠ x k , and let li represents the ith member of S c , the set of | K ' | − N e cooperative
(l )

bits where xk(li ) = xk . The instantaneous bit error probability of PNC-COOP averaging
over all possible sets of S e and S c , S e ∩ S e = φ ,which can be expressed by
|K '|


Pe = P Lmin + ∑ L(y (l ) | xk(l ) ) > 0 | xk = −1
l =1



| K '|

= Pe ( xˆ k , NC ) ∑

Ne =0

2

  |K '|− N e
Ne


 

 2 ∑ γ li − ∑ γ l j − γ L min 
Ne
| K '| − N e
i =1
j =1
l
(
)


(1 − Pe ( x k(li ) ))∏ Pe ( x k j )Q 
∑
∏
|
'
|
K
 ∀Sc ,∀Se : i =1



j =1
 γ L min + ∑ γ l 


l =1







| K '|

+ (1 − Pe ( xˆk , NC )) ∑

Ne =0










2 

  | K '|− N e
Ne
  

 

 2 ∑ γ li − ∑ γ l j + γ L min   
| K '| − N e
Ne
i =1
j =1
l
(
)
(
l
)
 

(1 − Pe ( xk i ))∏ Pe ( xk j )Q 
∑
∏
| K '|
 ∀ S c , ∀ S e : i =1




j =1
 γ L min + ∑ γ l 



l =1








(6.48)

where Pe ( xˆ k , NC ) = P{xˆ k , NC ≠ x k } , Pe ( xk(li ) ) = P{xk(li ) ≠ x k } , Pe ( xk j ) = P{xk j ≠ xk } are
(l )

obtained from (6.30) and (6.33) as

(l )
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1 1 Cl +1
Pe ( x ) = − ∏ (1 − 2 pc , x( l ) )
k
2 2 c=1
(l )
k

(6.49)

N
 n xˆ j

 
1
1   j


Pe ( xˆk , NC ) = − (1 − 2ε ) ∏  ∏ (1 − 2 pi , x j )  ∏  ∏ (1 − 2 pl , xˆ j )   (6.50)



2
2  j∈K  i =1
  j∈K \ k  l =1


The average bit error probability over then can be obtained by integrating (6.48) over
each pdf of γ 1 ,..., γ |K |' .

Pe, PNC −COOP = ∫∫ ...∫ Pe dγ l (1) ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ dγ |K '| dγ L min

(6.51)

Due to the complexity of the form obtained in (6.48), numerical results will only be
provided. Note that the result in (6.48) is in the format of that developed in [51] which
may be further used to estimate the diversity order of the scheme. The terms
Pe ( xˆ k ,NC ) , Pe ( xk(li ) ) , and Pe ( xk j ) depend on γ of previous hops before nodes
(l )

r , d1 ,..., d | K '| .Thus, by considering only the Q − function term, with the maximal ratio

combining technique in [51], one can readily observe in (6.48) that the possibility to
obtain maximal order of diversity occurs when all packets are received correctly at
r , d1 ,..., d | K '| , i.e. maximum received γ e is achieved which results in the diversity of

order | K ' | +1 . Unfortunately, using maximal ratio combining only at the destination
node without having the information of previous hops taken into account would cause
the average BEP to degrade. This agrees with the results provided in [50].
With the same channel condition and modulation scheme used in section 6.2,
the simulation of the PNC-COOP ABER following the generalized scenario in
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Fig.6.10 can now be obtained. Note that all communication hops use the same amount
of energy transmitted per bit. That is, the energy transmitted per bit is divided by the
number of cooperation packets | K * | +1 .

Fig. 6.12: Lower bound of PNC-COOP ABER ( Pe , PNC − COOP )
( N = 0, C = 0 and nxˆ j = 0, ∀j ∈ K , balanced link case, BPSK/QPSK)

The lower bound ABER of PNC-COOP is verified in Fig. 6.12. In this
scenario, it is assumed that no error occurs in the hops between source and node r. We
may consider this case to be possible when ARQ or error correcting codes are applied.
If there is no error in the listened packets and the relay nodes store cooperative packets
that have no errors. Then the errors only occur in the hops between node r to
destination and relay nodes to the destination. This gives the end-to-end ABER of
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PNC-COOP following the diversity of order | K ' | +1 , as expected.

Note that C

denotes the number of hops the packet experiences before arriving at the relay node
and transmitted as a cooperative packet to other destinations. Also, the bold line in this
section is the analytical result and the dotted line is obtained from simulation.

Fig. 6.13: PNC-COOP End-to-end ABER ( Pe , PNC − COOP )
when number of hops for the listened packets is nxˆ j = 1, ∀j ∈ K .
( N1 = N 2 = N 3 = 0, C1 = C2 = C3 = 0 , balanced link case, BPSK/QPSK)

When errors occur only in the listened packets, we can see that the ABER of PNCCOOP may still make it possible to achieve the maximum diversity, as shown in Fig.
6.13, where nxˆ j = 1, ∀j ∈ K . The effect of errors in multi-hop becomes more evident
when the number of hops increases. In Fig. 6.14 we increase the number of hops
between source and node r of the previous scenario by one hop. The ABER result
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shows that PNC-COOP starts to fail to provide full diversity order when the number of
cooperative packets increases. The ABER result in (6.48) implies us that the reduction
in diversity order is expected and the information from previous hops must be taken
into account to achieve better performance.

Fig. 6.14: PNC-COOP End-to-end ABER ( Pe , PNC − COOP )
when the number of hops between the source and node r increases by one hop
N1 = N 2 = N 3 = 1, C1 = C2 = C3 = 0 and nxˆ j = 1, ∀j ∈ K .

A more severe case can be shown in Fig. 6.15 when the cooperative packets are
assumed to arrive at the relay nodes after one hop i.e. C1 = C2 = C3 = 1 . The results
confirm the discovery in [51] that multi hop cooperative diversity achieves only
diversity of order 1. The results in Figs. 6.14, 6.15 and 6.16 confirm the simple
intuitive result explained in the introduction of the chapter that the success of the
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scheme is dictated by the probability of errors from previous hops. Nevertheless, a
significant improvement in terms of diversity gain can still be achieved by the scheme,
comparing with both the opportunistic NC and direct Tx. In all scenarios, PNC-COOP
reduces the end-to-end ABER. According to the scenario in Figs. 6.14-16, at high
SNR, an improvement of approximately 5 to 15 dB of diversity gain over direct Tx
and opportunistic NC, respectively, is observed.

Fig. 6.15: PNC-COOP End-to-end ABER ( Pe , PNC − COOP )
when cooperative packets arrive at the relay nodes after one hop
N1 = N 2 = N 3 = 0, C1 = C 2 = C3 = 1 and nxˆ j = 1, ∀j ∈ K .

The performance barrier at diversity of order 1, in fact, allows us to understand
the preliminary results obtained in the previous chapter clearly. It also allows us to
develop a new strategy by reducing the number of cooperative packets if the packet is
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error prone, or has travelled through multiple hops before it is listened and stored at
the relay. This strategy allows us to use PNC-COOP without sacrificing the
throughput too much.

Fig. 6.16: PNC-COOP End-to-end ABER ( Pe , PNC − COOP )

N1 = N 2 = N 3 = 1, C1 = C 2 = C3 = 1 and nxˆ j = 1, ∀j ∈ K .

6.4 Enhancement of PNC-COOP decoder performance with previous
hops information
To improve the performance of PNC-COOP, the channel information of
previous hops must be provided. The results in [51] have shown that higher diversity
order can be achieved with the knowledge of the instantaneous signal-to-noise ratio of
each link of every bit transmitted. However, in practice, this requirement becomes
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quite difficult to implement since a large amount of information must be conveyed
from hop to hop to the destination, especially, when the channel changes rapidly. This
is still an open problem.
Instead, by adding the knowledge of the hops the packet has traversed from the
source along with the average channel signal-to-noise ratio of each hop, we can reduce
the amount of information to convey. This information is then used to computed the
average end-to-end BER from (6.15) and use it to adjust the input LLR at the decoder.
Our approach here is proposed in [55] where the BER between source and relay of a
single hop is used to adjust the LLR obtained from the relay to destination node. We
extend it to the case of multiple hops and apply it to the network decoding process and
the combining phase. Recall that from the symmetry property of the LLR value,

P{y (l ) | xk(l ) = +1} = e L ( y

(l )

P{y (l ) | xk(l ) = −1} = e − L ( y

| x k( l ) )

(l )

P{y (l ) | xk(l ) = −1}

| x k( l ) )

P{y (l ) | xk(l ) = +1} .

(6.52)
(6.53)

Let us redefine the log-likelihood ratio at the destination node by including the BER of
all previous hops by
L' (y (l ) | xk )

 P{y(l) | xk(l ) = +1}P(xk(l ) = +1| xk = +1) + P{y(l ) | xk(l ) = −1}P(xk(l ) = −1| xk = +1) 
 (6.54)
= log
(l )
(l )
(l )
(l )
(l )
(l )
 P{y | xk = −1}P(xk = −1| xk = −1) + P{y | xk = +1}P(xk = +1| xk = −1) 

 e L ( y |xk ) P( xk( l ) = +1 | xk = +1) + P( xk(l ) = −1 | xk = +1) 

= log
 P( x (l ) = −1 | x = −1) + e L ( y( l ) |xk( l ) ) P( x (l ) = +1 | x = −1) 
k
k
k
k



(6.55)

 e L ( y |xk ) (1 − Pe ( xk(l ) )) + Pe ( xk(l ) ) 
.
= log
 (1 − P ( x (l ) )) + e L ( y( l )|xk( l ) ) P ( x (l ) ) 
e
k
e
k



(6.56)

(l )

(l)

(l )

(l )
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Note that here the Pe ( xk(l ) ) computes the entire average error rate of xk(l ) from the first
hop until the hop before sending it to d k . Also,

.

 e L ( xˆk , NC ) (1 − Pe ( xˆk , NC )) + Pe ( xˆk , NC ) 
.
L'min = log
 (1 − P ( xˆ )) + e L ( xˆk , NC ) P ( xˆ ) 
e
k , NC
e
k , NC 


(6.57)

The LLR obtained in (6.57) and (6.58) is then combined together as
|K '|

L' ( xˆ k ) ≈ xˆk , NC ⋅ L'min + ∑ L' ( y ( l ) | xk ) .

(6.58)

l =1

Fig. 6.17 shows that the latter version (called PNC-COOP method 2) can further
reduce the ABER, especially when the number of hops of each packet is different (3-4
dB gain is observed). If the calculated BER in all decoding packets is equal, the PNCCOOP method 2 performs similar to PNC-COOP. It shall be noted that the method
performs very well at low to mid-high SNR say ( < 20dB). However, at high SNR, as
shown in Fig. 6.18, the method suffers from the clipping effect in (6.56), which does
not occur in the original method. Therefore, a hybrid method may be used by
switching between the 2 decoders at low to mid and high SNR. The clipping effect has
also been reported in [55].
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Fig. 6.17: PNC-COOP end-to-end ABER with
N1 = N 2 = N 3 = 3, C1 = 1 and n1 = 3, n2 = 3 .

Fig. 6.18: Clipping effects found in the PNC-COOP (method 2) end-to-end ABER
when N1 = N 2 = N 3 = 3, C1 = 1, C2 = 2, C2 = 1 and n1 = 2, n2 = 2 .
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6.5 Saturation Throughput Analysis
For analysis purposes, instead of computing the end-to-end throughput as we
did in chapter 5 result, we may use a different approach to analyze the throughput of
the network in terms of the maximum saturation throughput [56]. This method allows
us to investigate the throughput of each communication link which is independent
from the number of hops between source and sink nodes. Let the throughput of each
communication link be equal to λ packets/sec. The average size of the packet payload
is N bits which requires a transmit time of T=N/R seconds, where R is the bit (link)
rate. The normalized throughput S is then defined as the amount of packets the node
can transmit over single packet transmission period time T, that is,
S = λT (packets / transmission).

=

where TMAC =

1

λ

T
TMAC

(6.59)

is the overall average time used to access the channel. TMAC includes

the average time the channel is idle Tidle , the average time spent on the attempt to
access the channel but failed (collision) Tcol , and the average time used when the node
success competing the channel. Tsuccess . That is,
TMAC = Tidle + Tcol + Tsuccess

(6.60)

Thus, from (6.59), the normalized throughput S may also be considered as the fraction
of average time transmitting the payload N information bits over the overall average
time used for a single transmission. Note that, S is usually used to consider the
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efficiency of the medium access protocol [57]. Traditionally, S must be less than 1.
However, in the context of network coding, it is possible to have the value of S greater
than 1 since there are more than 1 packets transmit over the time period TMAC . In
particular, we are considering S under saturation and steady-state condition, that is, the
system is assumed to always have packets in the transmitting queue and stable as the
observation time approaches infinity. Under stable conditions, the queue builds up
only to a finite amount and does not theoretically grow to infinity.
According to the above concept, we would like to extend the concept for
opportunistic NC and PNC-COOP, for different channel conditions. We then define
the saturation throughput here as the fraction of time spent on transmitting the actual
payload information divided by the average overall time spent until completing the
scheme. Clearly, for direct Tx using CSMA/CA, the same expression for saturation
throughput given in [56] is still applicable for this extended definition, namely,

S direcTx =

Ps PtrTpayload
,
TMAC

(6.61)

and
TMAC = (1 − Ptr )TIdle + Ptr PsTsuccess + Ptr (1 − Ps )Tcol .

(6.62)

Ptr is the probability that at least one node transmits in a ‘slot time’ (the time required
for other station to detect the transmission) and Ps is the success probability given that
there is a node transmit packet. In the case of network coding with k packets encoded
together, the amount of actual data transmitted is k fold. Thus
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S NC =

E{(kTpayload )Ps Ptr }
=
TMAC

∑P

NC , k

kPs Ptr Tpayload

k

TMAC

(6.63)

PNC ,k is the probability of having k packets encoded together. Note that when only k=1

occurs, the scheme reduces to the saturation throughput of direct Tx. Clearly, in this
format, for a given value k, the saturation throughput of opportunistic NC is k times
greater than direct Tx. In the case of PNC-COOP, let us denote PPNC −COOP ,k as the
probability of occurrence of k packets encoded together. We also let k ' denote the
number cooperative packets used in the scheme. For each event that PNC-COOP
occurs ( k ≥ 2 ), the time spent accessing the channel and completing the cooperation
phase is equal to (1 + k ⋅ k ')TMAC

since it requires 1 direct transmission and

k (k ' ) cooperative packet transmissions. Therefore, the average of over all time used
until the scheme is complete is

TPNC −COOP = PPNC −COOP ,1 ⋅ TMAC + ∑ PPNC −COOP ,k (1 + k ⋅ k ')TMAC

(6.64)

k ≥2

Note that first term in (6.64) represents the event when no packets are encoded
together. Therefore, the saturation throughput of PNC-COOP can be expressed by

S PNC − COOP (k ' ) =

=

∑P

PNC − COOP , k

kPs PtrTpayload

k

TPNC − COOP

∑P

PNC −COOP ,k

kPs PtrTpayload

k

PPNC −COOP ,1 ⋅ TMAC + ∑ PPNC −COOP ,k (1 + k (k ' ) )TMAC
k ≥2

(6.65)
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Similar to the case of opportunistic NC, PPNC −COOP ,k is the probability of having k
packets encoded together. The numerator is also the average over the different
kPs Ptr Tpayload information transmitted. When only k = 1 occurs and k ' = 0, (6.65)

becomes (6.61).
Next we take the effect of channel impairment and retransmission amount into
account. Recall that the ABER of opportunistic NC and PNC-COOP is given by (6.33)
and (6.51) as Pe , NC and Pe , PNC −COOP , respectively. Let the number of retransmissions
until the packet of size N is received correctly is N Retrans . We may model N Retrans as a
geometric random variable with probability P of receiving a packet correctly, where
P = (1 − Pe ) N .

(6.66)

Pe is the ABER of a single hop transmission. In the case of opportunistic NC and
PNC-COOP, it represents the average probability of error at destination (see Fig. 6.10)
given that the packets previously received at node r are correct. The average number
of retransmissions is then equal to
∞

E{N Retrans } = ∑ n(1 − P) n −1 P =
n =1

1
P

(6.67)

While (6.67) represents the average number of transmissions until a correct packet is
received, on the other hand, the reciprocal of (6.67) in fact represents the efficiency of
transmission [58] to obtain goodput. Therefore, by multiplying P with S directTx , S NC
, S PNC −COOP , we can now obtain the average goodput as
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Ps Ptr T payload (1 − Pe,directTx )

N

S direcTx =

kPs PtrT payload (1 − Pe , NC )

N

S NC = ∑ PNC , k

(6.69)

TMAC

k

S PNC −COOP (k ' ) =

(6.68)

TMAC

∑P

kPs Ptr Tpayload (1 − Pe, PNC −COOP )

N

PNC −COOP ,k

k

PPNC −COOP ,1 ⋅ TMAC + ∑ PPNC −COOP ,k (1 + k (k ' ) )TMAC

.

(6.70)

k ≥2

Note that the ABER Pe, NC and Pe , PNC −COOP used in (6.66) are k specific. Therefore it is
the average over all possible k values with the probability of occurrence in the
numerator. The saturation throughput itself is a function of the number of nodes in the
network. However, it has been shown in [56] that the maximum saturation throughput
is independent of the network size and can be described by
Ptr ≈ 1 − e
Ps ≈

(

− 1 / Tcol / (2×slot time)

)
1

Tcol / (2 × slot time) (e

(6.71)

(1 /

Tcol / (2× slot time)

) − 1) .

(6.72)

Therefore,

TMAC

(1/ T / (2×slot time) )
Tcol / (2 × slot time) (e col
− 1)
×
=
− (1 / Tcol / (2× slot time) )
1− e

(T

col

(

(1/
/ (2 × slot time)TIdle + Tsuccess + Tcol / (2 × slot time)(e

Tcol / (2×slot time)

)

) )

− 1) − 1 ⋅ Tcol

(6.73)
For CSMA/CA the values of TIdle , Tsuccess and Tcol are equal to [58]
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TIdle = 20µ sec (for DSSS) or 50 µ sec (for FHSS)
Tsuccess = RTS + 3SIFS + 4T prop + CTS + T payload + TMAC + PHYheader + ACK + DIFS
Tcol = RTS + DIFS + T prop

(6.74)
(6.75)
(6.76)

With the values of each term are provided in Table 6.1

Table 6.1 Configurations for the computer simulation follow the setup in [58, table II]
Parameters
Bit rate
Packet payload
PHY header
MAC header
RTS
CTS
ACK
DIFS
SIFS
slotTime
Propagation delay ( T prop )

Value
1 Mbps
8184 bits
128 bits
272 bits
160 bits+PHY header
112 bits+PHY header
112 bits+PHY header
128 µ sec
28 µ sec
50 µ sec
1 µ sec

Therefore, we have obtained the CSMA/CA-based average maximum
saturation throughput, particularly, with retransmission. The results in (6.69) and
(6.70) are functions of the number of hops of the listened and cooperative packets.
We then make the following assumptions for the numerical results:
Since we are considering the reliable transmission where retransmission is
used, all hops between the source and node r will all be error-free (dotted arrow line
links in Fig.6.19). Errors in network coded packets occur only between node r and the
destinations (bold arrow line links) and in the decoding process. This implies that the
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listened packets are always transmitted from a correct information source and we can
consider that the received listened packets are received within 1 hop (i.e., nxˆ j = 1, ∀xˆ j )

Fig. 6.19: Network condition for retransmission case
.
Briefly, we are assuming ABER applying in (6.69) and (6.70) are equivalent to
the case where N k = 0 , k ∈ K , nxˆ j = 1, ∀xˆ j . and Cl = 1, ∀l ∈ K ' . We then calculate the
ABER of opportunistic NC from (6.33) and numerical results for PNC-COOP are
based on the receiver structure in (6.42) with Monte Carlo simulation transmitting
5*105 bits for 100 experiments.
In Fig. 6.20, the ABER of each scheme is provided. As mentioned earlier for
PNC-COOP, we see no difference in the performance when using more than 1
cooperative packet. Therefore, we reduce the use of cooperative packet to k '= 1 to
calculate the saturation throughput in Figs. 6.21 and 6.22.
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Fig. 6.20: ABER of each scheme
( N k = 0 , k ∈ K , nxˆ j = 1, ∀xˆ j and Cl = 1, ∀l ∈ K ' )
The value of PNC , k and PPNC −COOP ,k can be obtained from the percentage of NC
found for each k in the experimental result in Table 5.1. We may approximate the
amount of PNC , k and PPNC −COOP ,k by the average over all SNR cases. The results are
given in table 6.2.
Table 6.2: Average PNC , k and PPNC −COOP ,k for all SNR (in percentage)
k=1

k=2

k=3

k=4

85.979

12.733

1.2364

0.051

PNC , k and PPNC −COOP ,k

Fig. 6.21: provides the efficiency per each transmission for each scheme and
different values of packet network encoding PNC-COOP has high transmission
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efficiency, which means fewer retransmissions are required to obtain the correct
packet at the destination. The results for the saturation throughput (goodput) are given
in Fig. 6.22. We can see in Fig. 6.22 that PNC-COOP enables the scheme to perform
similarly to opportunistic NC and direct TX at low to mid SNR (up to approximately
35 dB). At higher SNR (>35 dB) the reduction in throughput starts to occur in PNCCOOP due to the number of the degrees of freedom used in transmitting the
cooperative packets, which dominates the number of required retransmissions. As
expected at high SNR opportunistic NC outperforms all schemes.

Fig. 6.21: Numerical Results for value P in (6.66)
based on the PNC , k and PPNC −COOP ,k from table 6.2
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Fig. 6.22: Numerical results of the saturated throughput (goodput)
based on the values in table 6.1 and table 6.2

6.6 Generalization of the energy consumption per bit
In previous sections of this chapter, we generalized the result of PNC-COOP
for the case where the number of cooperation packets received at each destination is
arbitrary. Thus, let us reconsider the amount of energy used for transmitting each
information bit which was previously analyzed in chapter 5.
Fig. 6.23 represents the amount of energy used by each node in the network in
all previous simulations in order to allow each destination node to receive the same
amount of energy per received bit equal to Eb . By assuming that the path loss is
normalized to one and E[α 2 ] = 1 for every hop, the transmitted energy per bit at the
intermediate node r when using either directTx or opportunistic NC is equal to Eb .
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Figs. 6.23: (a)-(c) illustrates the amount of energy transmitted for each strategy.

However, for every physical transmitted bit, the opportunistic NC has k “information”
bits encoded together. That is, it reduces the number of transmissions from k
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transmissions into a single transmission. Therefore, whenever opportunistic NC is
applied the energy usage per transmission is less than directTx by the factor of 1 / k .
It must be noted that we do not take into the account the energy used to
transmit the listened packets. We must keep in mind that these listened packets are in
fact the packets that we actually intended to send to certain nodes in the network but
were not originally intended to be sent to the destinations that use it for decoding. That
is, the destination obtains listened packets with no cost. No matter whether the nodes
in the network will have the opportunities to network encode or not, these packets
will, any way, be transmitted to the assigned nodes based on the result from the
routing algorithm. Therefore, even though these packets are used in the decoding
process, its energy per bit should not be taken into account. The listened packets,
which are the direct packets for other nodes in the network will be taken into account
by those designated destinations but not the nodes that overhear the channel.
For the generalized model of PNC-COOP, where k packets are network
encoded together, each destination node will receive k ' cooperative packets and one
direct packet. In order to maintain the same total amount of received energy per bit

Eb , each bit in these packets is required to transmit with energy Eb /(k '+1) . Thus,
there are, in total, 1 + k (k ' ) transmissions to transmit the direct and cooperative
packets to all k destinations.
From the above information, let us now define the equivalent average
transmitted energy per information bit for all schemes as Eb|k ,k ' , where
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Eb|k ,k ' =
=

Total transmissi ons
⋅ Energy used per transmissi on
Number of bits network encoded
1 + k ⋅ k ' Eb
⋅
k
k '+1

(6.77)

The subscripts k and k’ indicate that Eb|k ,k ' is conditioned on the number of packets
network coded and cooperative packets. For direct Tx ( k = 1 and k ' = 0 ), (6.77) is
equal to Eb . That is, the equivalent energy used per each information bit is equal to
the amount of energy use per bit transmission ( Eb ). For opportunistic NC ( k ' = 0 ),
(6.77) becomes Eb / k which implies that despite that fact that the encoded bit uses
transmitted energy equal to Eb , each information bit uses an equivalent energy equal
to Eb / k . The result of Eb|k ,k ' versus the network encoded amount k is depicted by the
plots in Fig. 6.24, where Eb | k , k ' is normalized by Eb and presents it as a percentage.
The plots of Eb|k ,k ' for our previous version of PNC-COOP where k ' = k − 1 are also
presented in this figure for comparison purposes.
The results shown in Fig. 6.24 allow us to consider the equivalent energy use
to complete each scheme for each transmitted information bit. Three observations can
be made from this figure. First, the transmitted energy per bit using PNC-COOP may
further be reduced by the selection of k ' . As shown in the previous section, we may
reduce the number of cooperative packets with the possibility of having the same
ABER performance. For instance, when k = 3 , the default setting of PNC-COOP is
k ' = k − 1 = 2 . The transmitted energy per bit is 77.78% of the direct Tx case.
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However, by using k ' = 1 we may reduce the transmitted energy per bit to 66.67%
instead, while a similar ABER is expected. (see Fig. 6.20)

Fig. 6.24: Transmitted energy per information bit
at different amount of network coding and cooperation packets.

Second, while PNC-COOP requires more energy used per information bit to
complete the scheme than Opportunistic NC, the equivalent energy used at the
intermediate node r is less. For PNC-COOP, the intermediate node r uses energy to
transmit each bit equal to Eb /(k '+1) (equivalently, Eb /(k (k '+1)) per information bit)
while opportunistic NC use energy equal to Eb to transmit each encoded bit
(equivalently, Eb / k per information bit). Thus, it is expected that PNC-COOP can be
useful to preserve the amount of energy usage at the intermediate node than
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opportunistic NC, especially for a network with unequal distributed load where a
bottle neck occurs at the intermediate node (e.g. see Fig. 6.26).
Third, despite the amount of energy usage shown in Fig.6.24, it does not reflect
the quality of the received bit at the receiver. Note that all previous ABER plots in
previous chapters are compared with the average received SNR per bit per hop. Since
the average received SNR per bit per hop (denoted as SNRRx ) is equal to Eb / N 0 , we
can find the relationship between the average transmitted SNR (denoted here as

SNRTx ) and the received SNR per bit per hop for each scheme by
SNRTx =

Eb|k ,k ' 1 + k ⋅ k '
=
⋅ SNRRx
N0
k (k '+1)

(6.78)

or,
1+ k ⋅ k' 
 + SNRRx (dB) .
SNRTx (dB) = 10 log
 k (k '+1) 

(6.79)

In addition, if only the average transmitted SNR at intermediate node r is considered,
 1 
 + SNRRx (dB) .
SNRr (dB) = 10 log
 k (k '+1) 

(6.80)

Thus, we can directly re-compute and re-plot all previous ABER analysis
results by adding the offset value to SNRRx as shown in (6.79) and (6.80). For instance,
let us consider the scenario in Fig. 6.20, where N k = 0 , k ∈ K , nxˆ j = 1, ∀xˆ j and

Cl = 1, ∀l ∈ K ' . The ABER versus SNRTx and SNRr are shown in Figs. 6.25 and 6.26.
When the entire network with a different amount of packets encoded together is
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Fig. 6.25: ABER of each scheme versus the overall average SNRTx from (6.79)
(The network configurations follow the setting of Fig. 6.20, i.e.
N k = 0 , k ∈ K , nxˆ j = 1, ∀xˆ j , and Cl = 1, ∀l ∈ K ' )

considered, the average transmitted energy per information bit given in Chapter 5,
(5.1) - (5.3) can be generalized by

Eb = ∑ Eb|k ,k ' P{ K = k} =
k

1 + k ⋅ k'

∑ k (k '+1) ⋅ E P{| K |= k}
b

(6.81)

k

or
 1+ k ⋅ k'

⋅ P{| K |= k } + SNRRx (dB)
SNRTx (dB) = 10 log ∑
 k k (k '+1)


(6.82)

and


1
⋅ P{| K |= k} + SNRRx (dB) .
SNRr (dB) = 10 log ∑
 k k (k '+1)


(6.83)
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Fig. 6.26: ABER of each scheme versus SNRr from (6.80)
(The network configurations follow the setting of Fig. 6.20, i.e.
N k = 0 , k ∈ K , nxˆ j = 1, ∀xˆ j , and Cl = 1, ∀l ∈ K ' )
The result in Fig. 5.6 then can be re-plotted in Figs. 6.27 and 6.28 by using the offset
provided in (6.82) and (6.83), respectively, with the probability of occurrence from
Table 6.2 (for simplicity, instead of using table 5.1). The results in both Figs. 6.27 and
6.28 confirm that at the same level of ABER, PNC-COOP can save a large amount of
energy compared to direct Tx and opportunistic NC.
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Fig. 6.27: ABER of Fig. 5.6 versus the overall average SNRTx from (6.82)

Fig. 6.28: ABER of Fig. 5.6 versus SNRr from (6.83)
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Chapter 7 Conclusion and future works

7.1 Conclusions
In this dissertation, we have proposed a new technique called partial network coding
and cooperation (PNC-COOP) which combines both opportunistic network coding and
decode-and-forward cooperative diversity together. The systematic details of the
scheme have been provided along with both numerical and analytical results. The
results show that the scheme not only reduces the bit errors caused by channel
imperfections, but also provides a decentralized energy-efficient distributed method
among network nodes. When using this technique, the source node consumes, on
average, less energy per transmitted information bit by using the cooperation of
surrounding nodes to transmit in a distributed fashion. In particular, when
retransmission is not applied, PNC-COOP has the lowest average BER and it is energy
efficient. When retransmission is allowed in order to perform reliable transmission, as
in TCP, PNC-COOP performance in the context of saturation throughput is
comparable with direct Tx and opportunistic at low to mid SNR. At high SNR, PNCCOOP has a lower throughput since more channel transmissions are used in
cooperation phase. Even though a reduction in throughput occurs, the quality of the
received data at the destination node is far superior to that achieved by other strategies.
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Several issues have been confirmed and explored from the simulation and
analytical results regarding the factors that impact the performance of multi-hop
transmission, opportunistic NC and PNC-COOP:
7.1.1 We have confirmed through simulation that opportunistic NC suffers
from error propagation. The average end-to-end bit error rate has also
been analytically derived. Not only do the channel condition affects the
performance, but also the number of hops that the packet has traversed
from source to destination.
7.1.2 While the obtained end-to-end ABER varies by the amount of hops
from source nodes to the node that encodes the packet together, the
number of hops the listened packet has experienced until received at the
destination and the number of hops for cooperative packets also affect
the ABER performance. We have seen in some cases that the same
ABER (see Figs. 6.13-15) in certain scenarios can be achieved by PNCCOOP with 5 to 15 dB less than opportunistic NC.
7.1.3 From the simulation results, the ABER of PNC-COOP not only
depends on the channel conditions, but also on
7.1.3.1 The probability of occurrence of having packets encoded together
in the network.
7.1.3.2 The number of hops that the packets have traveled along with the
lack of information of the previous hops at the receiver.
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7.1.4 Therefore, the diversity of higher order may still be achieved. One
method is to ensure that no errors occur in the encoded packet and in
the previously received packets at the relay node before transmission to
the destination.
7.1.5 Diversity gain, however, can still be observed with the use of PNCCOOP. It is also discovered that the amount of cooperative packets
may not always contribute to lower the ABER. Therefore, unnecessary
cooperation can be reduced to still keep reasonably high throughput.
This can also lead to even larger reduction in transmitted energy per bit.

7.2 Future works
Several interesting issues remain open and still need to be investigated in the
future. These can be summarized as follows:
7.2.1 One open problem is whether there are other good and practical network
coding techniques besides opportunistic network coding which does not depend on the
packets stored in the surrounding destination nodes and can encode and decode the
packet on the fly.
7.2.2 Security issues on eavesdropping packets known as man-in-the-middle
attack are still an open research problems related to both PNC-COOP and
opportunistic network coding that still needs to be conducted.
7.2.3 With the advance in cooperative diversity researches, it has been shown
that with the knowledge of previous hops one can achieve the same diversity order in
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multi-hop cooperative diversity such as maximal ratio combiner in single hop
communication system. However, in practice, this information may not fully be
available to the destination node or only partial knowledge is known. We have shown
the case where PNC-COOP (method 2) takes the number of estimated average bit
error of previous hops into account. It was shown that even though at high SNR the
system performance degrades, the performance can be improved at low to mid SNR.
This may give us the opportunity of improvement when partial information is
provided. Therefore, new strategies along with the protocol to convey the channel
information (or received SNR) of each hops to the final destination node may be
possible.
7.2.4. While decode-and-forward strategy is assumed at the intermediate node
in our work due to its straightforward implementation of network coding to the
packets, however, hard decisions are applied to the received bits and the channel
information of the current hop is lost in the next. It is unknown whether different
cooperative schemes, such as amplify-and-forward which do not perform hard
decision at the intermediate node would be able to benefit from network coding or not.
7.2.5. As pointed in the assumption A5 (Chapter 4), opportunistic NC and
PNC-COOP face difficulties in implementing the TCP protocol due to their high loss
rate. We suspect that this is partly due to the limitations in the IEEE802.11 frame
format that opportunistic NC adopts. Since only a single address field exists in the
IEEE802.11 RTS/CTS frame format, thus the method cannot provide full RTS/CTS
benefits to every node when it performs pseudo broadcasts. It also requires all
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destinations to respond with CTS which can cause high collisions over the CTS
transmissions. Modifications in the medium access protocol, such as having an out of
band control signal [59] to optimize the channel access procedure, can be effected.
7.2.6. In order to reduce the time period of forwarding the cooperative packet
to the destination. One may allow the relay to decode the direct packet and encode it
with a more powerful error correcting code, such as LDPC codes. During the
cooperative phase, the relay only forwards the redundancy bits to the destinations. By
using higher code rates, the time spent during the cooperating phase becomes less and
the channel utilization increases. Thus, the throughput can be improved. [60]-[62].
7.2.7. While a large number of studies, including this dissertation, focus on
half duplex cooperative node/relay, currently, more researches move toward the use of
full duplex relay in cooperative diversity systems, instead (for example [63-69]). By
using full duplex relay, the node is able to transmit and receive simultaneously over
the same frequency (known as on frequency repeater (OFR) [65]). Therefore, the
throughput of the system can be increased from half-duplex cooperative diversity
system. By adopting this concept, we expect that proposed PNC-COOP system can be
improved in its throughput.
The primary concern in full duplex relay is the self-interference between the
transmitted and the received signals. Eliminating the interference can be difficult. A
more severe case can even cause the relay to become unstable and damage when the
transmitted signal is large. This is still an open problem area for both hardware and
communication system design [65]-[68].
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Separating the antennas of the transmitter and receiver is one method currently
used. A closely mounted antenna has already become possible to implemented [68]
and the possibility has been pointed out of having both transmit and receive over the
same antenna [69]. Implementation of multiple antennas at the transmitter and receiver
of the node has also been proposed to mitigate the problem.
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